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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, DC.
To Members of the House Select Committee on Aging:

Transmitted herewith is a report prepared by the National
Caucus and Center on the Black Aged, Inc. for the Select Commit-
tee on Aging. The report is entitled, "A Report on the Status of the
Black Elderly in the United States."

This compilation of data was obtained from a series of congres-
sional hearings and public forums held across the country focusing
directly on the unique problems of the Black elderly.

It is with deep appreciation that we provide this document to you
in the interest of aging issues.

EDWARD R. ROYBAL, Chairman.



FOREWORD

A REPORT ON THE STATUS OF THE BLACK ELDERLY IN THE UNITED
STATES

This report was compiled by the National Caucus and Center on
the Black Aged, Inc. for the Select Committee on Aging. Several
hearings were conducted by the House Select Committee on Aging
focusing on the problems of the Black elderly. Separately, the Na-
tional Caucus and Center on Black Aged (NCBA) has conducted a
number of forums across the country to obtain data on the econom-
ic status of the Black elderly. These forums have disclosed that the
Black elderly suffer from a myriad of problems involving health
care, income security, crime and other problems which dispropor-
tionately impact the Black elderly living in their communities. It is
my sincere hope that the information which is provided in this
report will serve to spur the Congress and the nation to devote
greater resources in aiding Black and other minority elderly.

The major source of support for elderly Blacks and other senior
citizens, the Federal government, has been subjected to a number
of dramatic budget reductions during the 1980's. One example oc-
curred in 1983 when the elderly did not receive a cost-of-living ad-
justment (COLA) under Social Security, a benefit which had nor-
mally been confirmed in previous years of inflation. These and
othq reductions in categorical benefits furnished by the Federal
governmen1: have had a disproportionate and adverse impact on the
health and well-being of many of the Black elderly.

There are a number of major problems faced by the elderly.
Among the most prominent of these problem areas include hous-
ing, crime, and a lack of adequate human service programs. Among
the Black elderly, these problems are compounded and magnified
due to a lack of resources and an inability of the Federal govez a-
ment to disseminate these limited resources to members of the el-
derly Black community.

One critical area of need, for example, involves providing afford-
able housing to elderly members of the Black community who need
such housing. Housing is one of the major obstacles faced by aged
Blacks whether they live in urban ghettos or rural slums. Accord-
ing to information provided in this report, even though their homes
may be dilapidated, their meager incomes make it impossible for
them to move to more suitable housing or repair existing homes.

Crime is another major problem which confrcnts the Black com-
munity. Many elderly Blacks are concerned that, in the absence of
adequate police protection and secured housing, they may be sub-
jected to major crimes from which they can never recover, either
financially or physically. As such, crimes are often unreported or
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VI

underreported in the Black community and, in all too many Black
communities, there is a pervasive fear of crime which effectively
imprisons the elderly in their homes. Such fear also affectively cuts
off many minority elderly from their families and from necessary
human service programs.

Minorities and Blacks are underrepresented in Older American
Act services and programs. However, the minority elderly, includ-
ing Blacks, typically have a greater need for supportive services. In
fact, it has been documented that the minority elderly typically
need two to three and one-half times as much in the way of human
and other supportive services as compared to older whites. This sit-
uation appears to be worsening, particularly in terms of minority
participation under Title III-B supportive service programs.

I believe this report provides the kind of information that will
enhance the understanding of the Congress and the nation concern-
ing the needs of the Black and minority elderly communities. I
hope that this information further spurs the efforts of the public
and private sector to fashion appropriate remedies and services
that will begin to address some of the needs that are outlined in
this report. If there is truly to be a "safety net" then it will take
the best efforts of us all to fashion that safety net in a manner that
adequately addresses the concerns embodied throughout this
report.

As Chairmen of the Select Committee on Aging, I would wish to
extend my deep appreciation to Fernando Torres-Gil, Roger
Thomas, and Diana Jones of my staff. I would also like to thank
my colleague and good friend Congressman George Crockett (D-
MI) and his legislative assistant, Loree Cook for her editorial assist-
ance. Many thanks also to my colleague Congressman Harold Ford
(D-TN) and his legislative assistant, John Murdock.

EDWARD R. ROYBAL, Chairman.
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PREFACE

The National Caucus and Center on Black Aged, Inc., is pleased
to submit this report on the status of aged Blacks in the United
States. Our report is based on six issue forums which NCBA con-
P-Icted throughout the United States in 1986 and three House
Select Committee on Aging hearings on this subject in Detroit,
Memphis, and Washington, D.C.

Eleven members of the Congressional Black Caucus and several
members from the House Select Committee on Aging participated
in the nine forums and hearings in eight major cities throughout
the United States. More than 100 senior citizens and other experts
testified.

Their message was brief but blunt. Older Blacks are the poorest
of the poor among the elderly and they are among the most impov-
erished groups in our nation today. By virtually any standard of
measurement, their quality of life is below that for most other
older Americans.

Aged Blacks are among the most poorly housed groups in our so-
ciety today. They are more likely to experience health problems
than aged persons in general. And, they usually run a greater risk
of being criminal victims than other Americans.

As a group, older Blacks have borne more social, economic, and
psychological damage than any other group because of de jure and
de fart° racial discrimination. The forums and hearings, though,
demonstrate that elderly Blacks have great resilience. They have
faced formidable odds throughout their lives. Yet, they have sur-
vived and have made important contributions to our Nation.

However, older Blacks are still among the most disadvantaged
groups in our entire society today. NCBA's report is not only de-
signed to improve public understanding about the true state of af-
fairs for aged Blacks, but also to chart a new course to improve the
quality of life for elderly Blacks and other low-income aged persons
in the United States. Our nation has the resources and the capac-
ity to enable all older Americans to live in dignity and self-respect.
However, a catalyst is needed to provide the necessary impetus to
develop a long awaited comprehensive national policy to improve
living conditions for aged Blacks and other low-income elderly per-
sons. It is NCBA's hope that our findings and recommendations in
this report can be the energizing force to launch this long overdue
action.

Again, we wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to the House
Select Committee on Aging and to you in particular, Mr. Chair-
man, for your cooperation, participation and assistance in promot-
ing this comprehensive study.
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We also want to pay special tribute to Congressman George W.
Crockett, Jr. for his leadership and contribution to these forums.
He has given generously of his time, his enormous talent, and his
analytic skills.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I. INTRODUCTION

Many people know in a general way that the quality of life for
older Blacks is significantly lower than for other groups in our soci-
ety. But, they are often surprisedsometimes shockedby the
degree of deprivation among aged Blacks.

Older Blacks are the poorest of the poor a. wng the elderly. No
other major aged racial or ethnic group has a poverty rate as high
as elderly Blacksnot aged Indians, not older Hispanics, not elder-
ly Pacific/Asians, and not any other major group.

Many senior citizens did not become poor until they became old.
But, this is simply not true for a large proportion of aged Blacks.
They have known povs .ty all their livesfrom the moment of con-
ception until death. Advancing age simply intensifies their prob-
lems.

Many older Blacks now encounter the "double jeopardy" of age
and race. They were raised at a time when more flagrant discrimi-
nation existed. Many were forced to drop out of school for economic
or for other reasons.

To a very large degree, they were shortened by the existing polit-
ical, social, and economic system. Today, they are constantly aware
of denied cultural, educational, and monetary advantages. The net
effect is that large numbers now enter the "senior citizen" ranks
with insufficient financial resources. The facts speak for them-
selves.

This report is based upon six issue forums that the National
Caucus and Center on Black Aged conducted throughout the
United States in 1986 and three House Select Committee on Aging
hearings in Detroit, Memphis, and Washington, D.C. Eleven mem-
bers from the Congressional Black Caucus and several members
from the House Select Committee on aging participated in nine
forums in eight major cities throughout our nation. More than 100
witnessesincluding senior citizens, professionals in the field of
aging, elected officials, government administrators, directors of
services programs, and otherstestified at these forums and hear-
ings.

The following summary highlights the key findings and recom-
mendations from this comprehensive study.

II. INCOME Al '') EMPLOYMENT

Aged Blacks are three times as likely to La poor as elderly
Whites. In 1985, 31.5 percent of all Blacks 65 years or older lived in
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poverty, compared to 11.0 percent for all older Whites. Overall,
717,000 aged Blacks were poor.'

This, though, is just the tip of the iwberg. Nearly 900,000 more
elderly Blacks were economically vulnerable. Their incomes did not
exceed, twice the poverty thresholds: about $10,300 for an older in-
dividual and approximately $13,000 for an elderly couple in 1985.
The bottom line is that seven out of ten (71.1 percent) older Blacks
are either poor or economically vulnerable.

The situation is especially precarious for single unrelated elderly
Black women or those who live with non7elatives. They are clearly
one of the most economically deprived groups in our socie y today.
About seven out of every eight (87.9 percent) are either poor or eco-
nomically vulnerable

Inadequate income in retirement is the number one dilemma for
older Blacks. No other problem looms as large as the retirement
income crisis which already affects many aged Blacks and threat-
ens to engulf others. Inadequate income is one of the root causes
for virtually every problem confronting elderly Blacks, whether it
is poor health, an inappropriate diet, dilapidated housing or other
living conditions.

Five out of eight (64.9 percent) aged Black females had an annual
income below $5,000 in 1985, and one out of six (17.0 percent) had
less than $3,000.

Older Blacks were 1.8 to 2.4 times more likely to be unemployed
than aged Whitens in 1985. Elderly Blacks who are able to work
earn less than older Whites who are employed. The median usual
weekly earnings for a full-time Black wage earner 65 years or older
in 1985 was just 55.6 percent of that for a comparably situated aged
White wage earner.

Key recommendations

The federal Supplemental Security Income standards should be
raised above the poverty lines.

The SSI benefits standard should not be reduced by one-third
when aged, blind or disabled recipients live in the household of
another for a full month and receive in-kind maintenance and
support.

A mandatory pension system should be established to assure
that all workers receive at least a minimum pension.

III. HEALTH

A health care crisis afflicts hundreds of thousands of Blacks 65
years or older. Quite often, aged Blacks suffer more intense health
care problems than other older Americans.

Life expectancy is significantly shorter for Blacks than Whites. A
White male born in 1982 can expect to live, on the average, 6.6
years longer than Black males; 71.5 years versus 64.9 years. Simi-
larly, White females are projected to live 5.3 years longer than
Black females: 78.8 years compared to 73.5 years.

' A person 65 years or older was considered poor in 1985 under the Celisus Bureau definition
if his or her annual income fell below $5,196 ($6,503 for an elderly couple).

13
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More than one-half (55 percent) of all Blacks 65 years or older
consider their health to be poor or just fair, in contrast to one-third
(33 percent) among aged Whites.

Elderly Blacks emphasized during the forums and the hearings
that they have been victimized by our two-tier health system. They
often receive "welfare medicine," while the more affluent or those
with decent company health insurance plans receive quality care.

Medicare and Medicaid protection has been whittled away in
recent years by rapidly rising deductible and coinsurance charges
and cutbacks in omnibus budget reconciliation bills. For example,
the Medicare inpatient hospital deductible charge has jumped by
155 percent during the past six years, from $204 in 1981 to $520 in
1987.

Only a relatively small proportion of aged Blacks and other low-
income elderly persons actually have Medicaid protection. In fact,
about one out of every three (36 percent) non-institutionalized aged
poor persons have Medicaid protection.

Key recommendations

Congress should resist further attempts to cut back 1:1c.dicare
and Medicaid coverage. Older Blacks have been among the
major casualties of these reductions. Cost containment should
be the primary goal to strengthen the financing of Medicare
and Medicaid.

Our health care system should place a greater emphasis upon
preventive measures to ward off illness and to encourage well-
ness among the elderly.

As a long-term goal, our nation should enact a universal and
comprehensive national health insurance program with built-
in cost controls. Until this can be achieved, Medicare should be
improved by capping out-of-pocket payments for hospital and
medical services, as well as closing gaps for crucial health care
needs.

IV. BUDGET ISSUES

Older Americans from all walks of lives and all sections of our
nation have been hit hard by budgetary cuts in recent years. Yet,
many opinion leaders believe that the elderly have escaped largely
unscathed from the budget knife. However aged Blacks and other
older Americans have clearly suffered.

Social Security, the major source of support for elderly Blacks
and other senior citizens, has been cut on a number of occasions
during the 1980's. The most substantial reduction occurred in 1983
when the aged did not receive a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA)
that year. The six-month delay in the COLAfrom July 1983 to
January 1984cost Social Security beneficiaries an estimated $4.2
billion in lost benefits in fiscal year 1986.

Budget cuts have helped to cause Medicaid coverage for low-
income older Americans to fall by 316,000 from 1980 to 1985.

Conventional public housing starts have dropped by 79 percent
within a five-year period, from 36,365 in FY 1980 to 7,714 in FY
1985. About two out of every five households living in public or
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subsidized housing in fiscal year 1980 were headed by an aged indi-
vidual.

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings balanced budget amendment has
further intensified the budgetary squeeze for programs serving
older Americans and elderly Blacks. The automatic spending reduc-
tion feature in the amendment produced several negative effects
for elderly Blacks and other older Americans during FY 1986, in-
cluding:

The elimination of about 2,800 positions under the Senior Com-
munity Service Employment Program for low-income persons
55 years or older.
Funding for the elderly nutrition program was cut by $17.4
million, causing meals to be reduced by an estimated 4.1 mil-
lion from 1985 to 1986.

Key recommendations

A more balanced approach is needed to reduce the federal
budget deficit. A greater emphasis should be placed on closing
loopholes in the tax law. In addition, Congress must search for
a fair and effective means to reduce spending. Congress must
continue to be vigilant in preventing wasteful spending at the
Pentagon and other agencies. Every effort should be made to
avoid cutLacks for programs serving the poor and disadvan-
taged.
Congress should vote cuts in programs on the basis of budget-
ary considerations and the merits of the particular programs,
rather than resorting to a ratification of across-the-board re-
ductions as under the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (GRH) amend-
ment. Congress should repeal the GRH amendment and estab-
lish realistic deficit target goals which are approved by a re-
corded vote. An enforcement mechanism should also be estab-
lished, either through the appropriations or budgetary process.

V. HOUSING

Housing is the number one expenditure for the elderly. Many
older Americans spend at least one-third of their income for hous-
ing. A significant percentage spend substantially more, particularly
older Blacks.

Housing is perhaps the most visible sign of deprivation among
aged Blacks, whether they live in urban ghettos or rural slums.
One out of every three elderly Blacks considered their housing to
be unsuitable, according to a 1981 Louis Harris Poll commissioned
by the National Council on the Aging.

Elderly Blacks were 31/2 times as likely as older Whites to be
without plumbing for their exclusive use, according to the 1980
Census. About three out of seven (43.5 percent) houses occupied by
aged Blacks lacked central heating.

Today numerous older Blacks find themselves in an impossible
housing situation. Their homes may be old and dilapidated. But,
their meager incomes make it impossible for them to move to more
suitable housing or to repair their existing homes.

These problems have been exacerbated by sharp funding cut-
backs for federally-assisted housing in recent years.
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Key recommendations

Our nation should set a goal of at least 200,000 additional
housing units per year for older Americans. The public, private
for profit, and voluntary sectors should work cooperatively to
implement this goal. At the federal level, there should be an
appropriate mix of public housing, section 8 assistance, section
202 housing for the elderly and handicapped, and Farmers
Home Administration programs to respond to the many and
varied housing needs of aged Blacks and other older Ameri-
cans.

The congregate housing services program should be a corner-
stone in our nation's housing strategy to improve the quality of
life for "at risk" older persons who may wind up in a nursing
home at a significantly higher public expense.
Existing laws prohibiting housing discrimination should be
fully and vigorously enforced.

VI. CRIME

Persons 65 or older are much less likely to be victims of crime
than other age groups, particularly teenagers and persons in their
early 20's. These figures are extremely misleading if viewed in iso-
lation, and lead to erroneous conclusions.

First, a qubstantial amount of crime is never reported because
older Americans fear retaliation. Consequently, the victimization
rates are deceptively low.

Second, the aged tend to be victimized less because large num-
bers live under a form of house arrest. This solution may provide
more security for the elderly, but it also causes them to be impris-
oned in their homes, cut off from their families, friends, and vital
services.

Third, no statistics can accurately depict the personal trauma
and fear of being victimized.

Older Blacks are far more likely to be victimized by criminals
than aged Whites. For example, elderly nonwhites (largely aged
Blacks) are more than five times as likely to be murder victims
than Whites 65 years or older. Aged nonwhite males (primarily
older Blacks) are 2.7 times more likely to be robbery victims than
elderly White males.

Key recommendation

A strong handgun control law should be enacted as soon as
possible to keep life threatening weapons out of the hands of
criminals and other potentially dangerous persons.
Our nation's efforts to combat crime should focus on preven-
tive techniques. Several methods have alic:ady been tested, and
the results have generally been positive. The key is to educate
the public about effective crime prevention techniques, such as
security checks, escort services, neighborhood watches, and the
installation of security devices.

Federal and state criminal courts should impose stiffer sen-
tences against assailants who victimize other Americans.

73-672 0 - 87 - 2 1s
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VII. SERVICES

Aged Blacks and other elderly minorities continue to be under-
represented in Older Americans Act and other services programs.
Yet, their need for a wide range of supportive services is normally
about two to three and one-half times as great as for older Whites.

The situation is worsening, rather than improving. In fact, the
minority participation rate for the Older Americans Act Title III-B
supportive services program has plummented by one-fourth (24.7
percent), from 21.9 percent in FY 1980 to 16.5 percent in 1985. This
rate represents an all time low for this decade.

Older Blacks have been especially hard hit. Nearly 300,000 fewer
Blacks received Title III-B supportive services in 1985 than in
1980. During this decade, the aged Black participation rate has
dropped by one-fourth (23.0 percent, from 13.9 percent in 1980 to
10.7 percent in 1985.

A similar pattern exists for elderly Blacks and other older mi-
norities for the Title III-C nutrition program, although the decline
has not been quite as severe as for supportive services.

Key recohzmendations

The Older Americans Act should state affirmatively that elder-
ly :minorities should be served on the basis of their social or
physical need for services.
The Older Americans Act should include specific language to
promote the appointment of minorities on advisory committees
and other units of area agencies on aging and state offices on
aging.

Improved information and outreach services should be devel-
oped to assure that more aged Blacks and other low-income el-
derly persons participate in "safety net" programs (e.g., Medic-
aid and food stamps) and the Older Americans Act.

1 7



CHAPTER I: INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT NEEDS
OF OLDER BLACKS

I. INTRODUCTION
Many people know in a general way that the quality of life for

older Blacks is significantly lower than for other groups in our soci-ety. But, they are often surprisedsometimes shockedby thedegree of deprivation among aged Blacks.
Older Blacks are the poorest of the poor among the elderly. No

other major aged racial or ethnic group has a poverty rate as highas elderly Blacksnot aged Indians, not older Hispanics, not elder-
ly Pacific-Asians, and not any other major group.

Many senior citizens did not become poor until they became old.
But, this is simply not true for a large proportion of aged Blacks.
They have known poverty all their livesfrom the moment of con-ception until death. Advancing age simply intensifies their prob-lems.

Many older Blacks now encounter the "double jeopardy" of ageand race. They were raised at a time when more flagrant discrimi-
nation existed. Many were forced to drop out of school for economic
or for other reasons.

To a very large degree, they were shortened by the existing polit-
ical, social, and economic system. Today, they are constantly awareof denied cultural, educational, and monetary advantages. The neteffect is that large numbers now enter the "senior citizen" rankswith insufficient financial resources. The facts speak for them-selves.

A. POVERTY AND ECONOMIC VULNERABILITY IN THE EXTREME

Aged Blacks are among the most economically-deprived groupsin our society, no matter what standard of measurement is used.One out of every three Blacks 65 years or older is poor. An aged
person was considered poor in 1985 under the Census Bureau defi-nition if his or her annual income fell below $5.156 ($6,503 for anelderly couple). This translates to just $99 per week ($125 for anaged couple) to pay for housing, food, medical care, transportation,clothing and other everyday necessities.

Today, aged Blacks are three times as likely to be poor as elderly
Whites. In 1985, 31.5 percent of all Blacks 65 or older lived in pov-erty, compared to 11.0 percent of all older Whites. Overall, 717,000
elderly Blacks were classified as poor. Quite often, aged Blacks
suffer greater extremes of poverty than other elderly groups.

(7)
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POVERTY BY RACE FOR PERSONS 65 YEARS OR OLDER

(In thousands(

Race Total number Pox Pef(1111 pco

White. 24,629 2,698 11.0

Black 2,273 717 31.5

M races 27,322 3,456 12.6

Sccare- Bureau el the Census. U S. Department of Commerce.

This, though, is just the tip of the iceberg. Nearly 900,000 more
elderly Blacks were "economically vulnerable" in 1985. "Economi-
cally vulnerable" means that an individual has an income between
the poverty line and twice the poverty line (about $10,300 for an
older individual and $13,000 for an elderly couple in 1985). The
bottom line is that seven out of ten older Blacks are either poor or
economically vulnerable.

ECONOMIC VULNERABILITY BY RACE FOR PERSONS 65 YEARS OR OLDER IN 1985

(In thousands(

Race

Percent poor
and

and
Total miter econormagY economicallY

vulnerable yaneratie

All.. 27,322 11,479 42.0

White 24,629 9,729 39.5

Black. 2,273 1,615 711

Sam Bureau of Census, US. Department of Commerce.

The situation is especially precarious for single elderly Black
women (individuals living in single-person households or with non-
relatives). About seven out of every eight (87.9 percent) are either
poor or economically vulnerable.

Unrelated Black women 65 years or older who were either poor or economically
vulnerable in 1985

(In thousands)

Total number 578
Poor of economically vulnerable 508
Percent poor or economically vulnerable 87.9

Source: bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.

B. INCOME

Inadequate income in retirement is the number one problem for
older Blacks. No other problem looms as large as the retirement
income crisis which already affects many aged Blacks and threat-
ens to engulf others. Inadequate income is one of the soot causes
for virtually every problem confronting elderly Blacks, v ..ether it
is poor health, an inappropriate diet, dilapidated housing or others.

Congressman George W. Crockett, Jr. (D-MI) summed up the di-
lemma very appropriately at the NCBA forum in Harlem, when he
said:

In short, nearly every aspeci, of older Blacks' lives is differ-
ent from the average situation of older Whites because older
Blacks do not have as much money.

f9
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If we are to do anything in the loffg term to improve the
living conditions of older Blacks, to improve their health, their
incomes, their safety, we must ph nge the dismal statistics of
their income, and those s tiffs are dismal.'

The facts demonstrate be ond any doubt that aged Blacks must
live on significantly less income than older Whites. In 1985, the
median income for aged Blacks was approximately 60 percent of
that for elderly Whites.

MEDIAN INCOME FOR BLACKS AND WHITES 65 YEARS OR OLDER IN 1985

Sex Black White Percent. Black
to Wlute

Males
$6,490 $11,439 56.1

Females. 4,441 6,571 67.6
Both

4,925 8,264 59.6

Source- Bureau of the Census, US. Department of Commerce

Moreover, older Blacks are much more likely to experience great-
er extremes of deprivation. Aged Blacks, for example, were nearly
twice as likely as elderly Whites to have annual incomes below
$3,000, $5,000, or $10,000 in 1985.

(In percent)

Under $3,000 Under $5,000 Under $10.000

Blacks Whites Blacks Whites Blacks Whites

Males 6.6 3.1 31.7 11.2 76 6 42.6
Females 17.0 10.9 64.9 34.0 90.8 71.1
Both 12.8 73 51,7 24.6 85.2 593

Source: Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce.

In fact, five out of every eight (64.9 percent) aged Black females
had an annual income below $5,000 in 1985, and one out of six (17.0
percent) had less than $3,000. A large proportion of elderly Black
males are also living "on the edge," although the pei centage is not
as high as for aged Black females. One out of three (31.7 percent)
Black men 65 years or older had incomes under $5,000 in 1985, and
one out of fifteen (6.6 percent) had less than $3,000.

Poverty is frequently a transitory state for many poor persons in
the United States. Many younger poor persons move off the pover-
ty rolls when they find employment or marry. But, opportunities to
work or marry are very limited for older Americans. Consequently,
low-income elderly individuals are much more likely than other
impoverished persons to be locked into a wretched existence for
many years or until they die.

Ronald F. Pollack, Executive Director for the Villers Foundation,
pointed out at the Harlem forum.

Although the aged make up only 12 percent of the popula-
tion, they make up 35 percent of the chronic poor. People who

Opening statement at Harlem forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks,'Oct. 23, '986, p. 8.
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specialize in dealing with questions pertaining to poverty tell
us there are two general ways that people come out of poverty.

One is by getting a job. Another is be getting married . . .

Those two strategies do not tend to be particularly available
for lower-income seniors.2

C. SOURCES OF SUPPORT

Social Security is the primary source of support for older Ameri-
cans. More than 90 percent of all persons 65 or older receive Social
Security. Of this total, 62 percent of all beneficiaries depend upon
Social Security for more than half of their support. Social Security
provides nearly all the income-90 percent or more of total sup-
portfor 24 percent of all beneficiaries. It provides 100 percent of
the support for 14 percent of Social Security beneficiaries.

Overall, Social Security provides 38 percent of the income for
persons 65 or older. Other major sources include income from
assets (28 percent), earnings (16 percent), government employee
pensions (7 percent), private pensions (6 percent), and other income,
such as Supplemental Security Income (5 percent). These figures
are somewhat skewed because some affluent older Americans
derive substantial income from assets, earnings, and private pen-
sions. This tends to inflate the importance of these sources of sup-
port for the aged population in general.

Social Security is obviously a key source of support for most
older Americans, regardless of race. However, Social Security tends
to be more important for aged Blacks because they are less likely
than elderly Whites to receive income by assets or pensions.

The proportion of older Blacks receiving Social Security is less
than that for aged Whites. However, Social Security constitutes a
greater proportion of the income for Blacks 65 years or older than
it does for elderly Whites. One important reason is that some elder-
ly Blacksespecially the very oldworked in occupations which
were not covered by Social Security or were only partially covered
during their working years.

The following tables show that average monthly Social Security
benefits for Blacks tend to be about 75 to 85 percent of the amount
received from similarly-situated Whites. The disparity would be
even greater if Social Security's benefit formula were not weighted
to provide greater wage replacement for workers with a history of
low earnings.

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS IN 1983 FOR BLACKS, WHITES, AND OTHER RACES

Number Average benefit

RETIREMENT INSURANCE

Retired male woken:

Black 857,060 411.00

White 10,313,283 503.00

Other. 188,014 436 00

Ratio: Black to white tenet its (percent) . . ......... ......... ...... 81.1

2 Testimony at Harlem furum un income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks," Oct 23,
1986, p. 36.
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SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS IN 1983 FOP CLACKS, WHITES, AND OTIIER RACES-Contmued

hurr.ber Aveage tenth-

Retired female workers:

Black. 815,00 317.00
White 9,135,316 38600

110,19 345.00
Ratio: Black to while benefits (percent)

82.1
Spouses of retired workers:

Black
162,000 174.00

White
2,826,000 230.00

Other
51,000 177.00

Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent).
75.7

Children:

Black 05,000 149.00
White

385,000 186.00
Other

32,000 127.00
Ratio. Black to white benefits (percent)

80.1

DISABILITY INSURANCE
Disabled mate workers:

Black
256,701 442.00

White
1,437,488 515.00

Other
36,758 445 00

Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent)
85 8

Disabled female workers:

Black ...... ........... ... ..... . ..... ..... 141,000 328 00
White .. 681,000 367.00
Other

17,000 340.00
Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent) 89.4

Spouses of disabled workers:

Black 43,000 108.00
White

256,000 134.00
Other

9,000 102.00
Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent).

80 6
Chill:len:

Black ..... 192,000 119.00
White 712,000 141.00
Other

33,000 103.00
Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent). 84.4

SURVIVORS INSURANCE

Widows and widowers:

Black 346,000 312.00
Whi ' 4,299,000 404.00
Other

49,000 332.00
Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent) 77.2

Widowed mothers and fathers:

Black .. 80,000 256.00
White

303,000 327.00
Other

17,000 241.00
Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent)

78.3
Disabled widow(er)s:

Black
18,702 209.00

White
91,181 259.00

Other ... .. ... ......... ... ....... ... . ......... . ... ..... .... 1,708 223 00
Ratio: Black to white benefits (.perceni) . 80.7

Parents:

Black 2,00: 317.00
White

9,000 358 00
Other

1,000 323.00
Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent)...

88 5
Glidden:

Black 448,000 251.00
White 1,617,000 314.00
Other 80,000 237.00

Ct 2
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SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS IN 1983 FOR BLACKS, WHITES, AND OTHER RACESContinued

Hr.* Avenge benefit

Ratio: Black to white benefits (percent) 19.9

figures at la Ur. end d 1983.

Holt figures noy no total becra d rounding

Source: Soid Security Admintstratne. US Department of He and Hunan Sams.

About 92 percent of all White persons 65 or older received Social
Security in 1984, including 5 percent who collected both Social Se-
curity and SSI. This compares to 86 percent for aged Blacks, in-
cluding 19 percent who received both Social Security and SSI. The
high proportion of dual Social Security and SSI beneficiaries
about one out of every five aged Blacksprovides further compel-
ling evidence that a significant proportion of aged Blacks receive
low monthly Social Security benefits.

PERCENT OF PERSONS 65 YEARS OR OLDER RECEIVING SOCIAL SECURITY OR SSI IN 1984

TOW Blacks Writes

Social Security Without SSI 85 61 81

SSI 8 25 6

With Social Security (6) (19) (5)

Without Sabi Security (2) ') (1)
Receives neither Social Security nor SSI 1 8 1

Holt figures may no total because d rooming

Sant Social Security kknits' trats.a, US Departm.:41 of Rath and Human Services.

Aged Whites are substantially more likely to receive private pen-
sions than elderly Blacks. In 1984, older White males were 7C per-
cent more likely to receive a private pension than aged Black
males. Elderly White females were more than twice as likely to re-
ceive a private pension than older Ble.ck females.

Lisle C. Carter, Jr.a former mer .3er of the President's Commis-
sion on Pension Policy and now a member of the Verner, Lippfert,
Bernhard, McPherson and Hand law firmsummed up the situa-
tion well in his written statement for the Harlem forum:

. . . The stark facts are that in 1984, as compared to 84% of
all White men who were over 65 years of age, 20% of Black
men, 12% of White women and only 5% of elderly Black
women received income from a private pension plan.3

One important reason that pension coverage is so low for elderly
Blacks is because a large proportion worked in jobs not traditional-
ly providing pensions for workers. This is particularly true for
oider women who worked in low pay and low status employment
during their younger years or prior to retirement.

The NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund made this point
emphatically:

Many older Black women continue working or re-enter the
labor force in their later years. Black women between the ages
of 55 and 64 comprised 21 percent of all black women em-

Mitten statement for Harlem forum on Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks,
Oct. 23, 1986, p. 1.
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ployed as service workers in 1982. Even after age 65 a Black
woman's representation in household and service employment
remains high: 41 percent of all Black women employed as pri-
vate household workers were 65 or older; and 28 percent of all
Black women employed as service workers were 65 and older.
Almost half of all elderly Black women have income below the
poverty level.s.4

D. EMPLOYMENT

As persons reach their late 50's, several clearly discernible and
disturbing trends become evident for older workers:

Their labor force participation rate falls;
Unemployment may rise;
Occupational mobility becomes more limited; and
Poverty begins to increase.
These problems are intensified for aged Black workers. They aremuch more likely than older Whites to be unemployed, underem-

ployed, or work in lower-paying jobs.
In 1985, for example, older Blacks were 1.8 to 2.4 times more

likely to be unemployed as aged Whites. This disparity was sharp-
est for elderly Black and White males. The unemployment rate wasnearly twice as great for Black males 55 to 64 years old compared
to White males in the same age group: 7.9 percent vs. 4.0 percent.
Black males 65 years or older had an unemployment rate that was3.3 ti nes the level for aged White males: 8.9 percent vs. 2.7 per-cent.

1985 UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AMONG INDIVIDUALS 65 YEARS OR OLDER BY RACE AND SEX

55 to
6407$

65 yOts
00,

Both sexes:

Black
7.0 7.0

White
4 0 2.9

Ratio: Black to white
18 2.4Males:

7.9 89White
40 2.7Ratim Black to Mite_
20 3.3Females:

Black
60 52White.
41 3.1Ratio: Black to white.
13 13

Sane 80ren d tabu Sutstcs. US. Doutztat of lita

Older Blacks who are able to work typically earn less than aged
Whites who are employed. This pattern is most striking amongBlack and White males 55 years or older. The median weekly earn-ings for a full-time wage earner amounted to $323.77 for Black
males 55 or older in 1f385, compared to $477 58 for aged White

Written Testimony of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Find. Inc Black Women'sEmployment Program on S 1784, The Retirement Income Policy Act, submitted to the Subcommittee on Savings, Pensions, and Investment Policy, Senate Committee on Finance, Feb. 10,1986, p. 12.
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males. This represents just 67.8 percent of the median usual earn-
ings for older Whites. It was as low as 55.6 percent for Black males
65 and above.

The disparity was not as great for Black and White females 55
and above. However, the median usual weekly earnings for a full-
time wage earner remains low for both Black and white females:
$243.15 a week ($12,643.80 per year) for Black females 55 or older
and $285.79 a week ($14,861.08 annually) for aged White females.

MEDIAN USUAL WEEKLY EARNINGS FOR A FULL TIME WAGE EARNER IN 1985 BY RACE AND SEX

rack Vgte
Blick Kam

a wave
UttIrti

Mates,

55+ $32317 $477.58 67.8
55 to 64 32).18 483.63 67.)

222.31 399.53 55 6
fooled:55+ -- 243,15 285 79 851

55 to 54 244 86 289.68 84 5
65+ . 231.26 244 92 94.4

Sam Baths c4 loEor Stflecs. US. Deturtatat d ista

II. THE BROOKLYN AND THE HP RLEM FORUMS

Recent improvements ir. the overall poverty picture for the aged
have created a general impression in some quarters that the elder-
ly are living quite comfortably. Some "so-called" authorities even
claim that persons 65 or older are living better than the rest of the
population. A careful analysis, through, reveals that these claims
are either inaccurate or grossly misleading. In fact, persons 65 or
older have the highest poverty rate among adults. Only young
people and childrenpersons 21 or underhave a higher poverty
rate than individuals 65 or older.

POVr4TY BY AGE IN 1985

tlicrsedsi

trcuo

21 yam a mid
22 to 44._ ., ,

55 to 59._... ,

65+

444 rote Po Petal oxi

77.617 15.549 200
86,811 9.823 11.3

22.662 1,911 8.4

11,212 1.103 98
1Q849 1,222 11.3

27,322 3.456 12 6

Sum Borm c4 the Caro. US. Depxteent c4 Canfixice

Moreover, the number of poor persons 65 years or older actually
increased by 126,000 in 1985, from 3,330,000 in 1984 to 3,456,000 in
1985. Poverty also t ase for individuals 60 to 64 years old, from
1,167,000 to 1,222,000. In 1985, only persons 60 to 64 years old and
those 65 or older experienced an increase in poverty. All other age
groups reported a decline in the number of poor persons. Overall,
the number of impoverished Americans dropped by 819,000 for in-
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dividuals under 60 years of age, but rose by 181,000 for those 60 or
older.

A major reason hr conducting the nationwide forums and hear-
ings was to respond to the increasing myths about economic condi-
tions for older Americans. In addition, the forums r 1 hearings
provided concrete information for a comprehensive as: iment of
the true state of affairs for aged and aging Blacks in the United
States.

A. ELDERLY WITNESSES AND MEMBERS OF CONGRESS

Congressman Charles B. Rangel (D-NY) described in his written
opening statement for the Harlem forum the very difficult deci-
sions that aged Blacks encounter when they struggle on limited
income:

This proceeding and earlier forums sponsored by NCBA will
demonstrate beyond any reasonable doubteven for the most
skeptical doubting Thomasesthat elderly Blacks have diffi-
cult daily decisions:
Do they buy food for the table with their limited income or

do they purchase badly needed drugs?
Which is the greatest priority need for their Inadequate

incomeeyeglasses, hearing aids, dentures, or other services
or equipment not covered by Medicare?

How are they going to scrape together the necessary cash to
meet their initial $520 payment if they are hospitalized next
year?

The leadoff elderly witness at the Harlem forum was Baron A.
Wilson, a former comedian who earned $1,000 a week during the
1940's. He had roles in several movies ("Death Wish" and "The
Wiz"), plays ("Pajama Game" and "Pops Williams"), and television
programs ("Edge of Night" and "Secret Storm"), but had come
upon hard times later in life. He is now living on about $550 a
month ($370 in Social Security benefits and $180 in Supplemental
Security Income) at the age of 69. During his peak earning years,
he was not covered by Social Security because he worked in
Canada. In addition, he was self-employed at a time when these in-
dividuals did not pay Social Security tax.

Mr. Wilson may have lost much of his income, but he still re-
tained his clever sense of humor. 7a described the drains upon the
income of senior citizens with some ',nay:

Income: food is so high, it is cheaper to eat money, They ar-
rested a little old lady in a supermarket. She had stolen $200
worth of food. They found it in her pocketbook.°

Florence H. Rice, a former garment worker, described the drama
of living on just $307 a month. She said:

6 Opening written statment at Harlem forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older
Blacks," Oct. 23, 1986. P. 2.

°Testimony at Harlem forum on"Income Employment Needs of Older Blacks. Oct. 23. 19b4,pp. 13-14.

cs
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I live on $307 a month, of which $217 of that goes into rent.
Medical, I don't have any of that. I can't afford that. It is cer-
tainly too expensive.

Some will say "Why don't you get SSI?" I don't intend to
subject myself to the humiliation and insults that we have to
be subjected in order to collect SSI.7

Seniors at the Brooklyn forum also provided moving accounts
about their "triple jeopardy" because they were old, Black and
poor. Congressman Edolphus Towns (D-NY) described the economic
situation of such services aptly when he said in his opening state-
ment:

It is a fact that nearly one out of every two Blacks 65 years
or older either lives in poverty or so close to it that it really is
impossible to tell the difference. I hope this hearing will serve
to wake up the American public to the seriousness facing all
Black Americans.8

Harriett A. Moore, an older outreach worker for the Hugh Ed
Gilroy Senior Center, described her volunteer activities with senior
citizens. She said:

. . . Most of the elderly I see live near or at the poverty
level. They live in inadequate housing and in high crime areas.

Many seniors are not qualified to receive Medicaid and,
having no pensions or health insurance, must make the choice
between food and prescription drugs. They cannot afford home
attendance, and many are too frail to cook or shop for them-
selves. As a result, they suffer from poor nutrition.

Often they are on . . . waiting lists because there are not
enough meals on wheels for the various communities.9

B. PROFESSIONALS AND LEADERS IN THE FIELD OF AGING

Professionals and leaders in the field of aging painted an equally
grim picture about the general economic state of many elderly
Blacks. New York Assemblyman Roger L. Green (57th District) em-
phasized that low-income seniors in his district could no longer
affo I decent housing:

Today we find increasingly that resources . . . that should be
directed toward the upliftment of human beings within our
communities are increasingly being targeted to the military
budget. In my district, we have an 18-year waiting list for
public housing. This has a dramatic impact on the lack of
housing afforded elderly persons within my district.

The increased displacement as a result of gentrification
within my district and in other areas of this state has increas-
ingly forced seniors into a predicament in which they no
longer have decent and affordable housing.'°

' Testimony at Harlem forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks", Oct 23,
1986, pp. 24-25.

°Opening statement at Brooklyn forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks",
Seetiels2t,1908n6, pp. 7

8Testimony at'll-roO klyn forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks", Sept
12,1986, pp. 75-76.

'° Testimony at Brooklyn forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks", Sept.
12,1986, p. 53.
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Roberta Spohn, Deputy Commissioner for the New York City De-
partment for the Aging, provided a comprehensive overview about
income and employment characteristics of aged Blacks. She noted
that 1.3 million persons in New York City are 60 years or older.
Nearly one out of every five residents 65 years or older in New
York City is a member of a minority group.

Spohn also emphasized that many older disadvantaged workers
are grasping for Social Security before age 65 as a last resort be-
cause they cannot locate employment. The net impact is that large
numbers are "retiring" early, all too often involuntairly.

This, of course, will insure that as you get older, if you begin
with Social Security at a reduced pension, . . . you are going
to be poorer for the rest of your life."

Congressman Owens agreed fully that a large proportion of aged
Blacks retire "early" because they cannot find employment. He
added:

. . . In many cases, Blacks retire earlier because they rather
say they are retired than unemployed. Many Blacks retire ear-
lier because they can't find work."

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Inadequate income in retirement is the number one dilemma for
older Blacks today. Nearly every other major problem affecting el-
derly Blackssuch as unfit housing, a shorter live expectancy, im-
proper diet, and othersis related in one form or another to insuf-
ficient income.

Far too many aged Blacks and other older Americans now live
their final years in deprivation and despair. One of the hallmarks
of a great nation is the compassion and respect shown to its sen-
iors. The latter years of life can and should be a time of hope and
fulfillment.

A nation as powerful as the United States clearly has the capac-
ity to assure that its senior citizens can live in dignity and self-re-
spect. What is needed is commitment and an action plan.

NCBA has several recommendations. Some of the proposals
should be adopted immediately. Others may require lead-in time
before they can be approved. All these proposals are crucial for de-
veloping a sound and sensible strategy to improve the economic
well-being of older Blacks.

ABOLISH POVERTY

First and foremost, our nation should take steps as soon as possi-
ble to abolish poverty for all older Americans. NCBA recommends
that the federal Supplemental Security Income standards be raised
above the poverty lines.

Currently, the maximum federal SSI payment is $340 a month
($4,080 a year) for a qualifying aged individual and $510 a month

" Testimony at Brooklyn forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks", Sept.
12. 1986, pp. 22-23.

" Statement at Brooklyn forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks'', Sept.
12, 1986, pp. 39.
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($6,120 annually) for an eligible couple. Poverty could basically be
abolished (using 1986 dollars) if the SSI benefit standard would be
increased lay slightly more than $100 a month for qualifying indi-
viduals (approximately $50 more per month for e!igible couples).

1986 POVERTY THRESHOLDS AND SSI MAXIMUM PAYMENT LEVELS OR INDIVIDUALS AND COUPLES

WITH NO COUNTABLE INCOME

litaxinum
Haitian annuaI SSI

annual SSI payments as 3
IMMO* perm t poverty

stin Ids

Aged individual ;4,032 $5,240 77

Elderly couple 6,048 6,600 92

Source Sccial Security Atiristratrn, U.S. Departmentd lieth and HI= Seni3eS.

States can supplement the federal SSI payments. However, only
26 states and the District of Columbia do so. The median state sup-
plemental payment is $36 per month. In only four statesAlaska,
California, Connecticut, and Massachusettsdoes the combined
federal SSI payment and the state supplement exceed the poverty
line.

NCBA recommends that the following actions be taken:
1. The federal SSI maximum payment levels should be raised as

soon as possible above the official poverty lines.
2. This measure should be financed by recapturing windfalls pro-

vided in the estate tax under the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax
Act. These measures largely benefited the most affluent fami-
lies in our society.

REPEAL SSI ONE-THIRD REDUCTION PROVISION

The SSI benefit standards should not be reduced by one-third
when aged, blind, or disabled recipients live in the household of an-
other for a full month and receive in-kind maintenance and sup-
port. This provision discourages families from helping other rela-
tives. In addition, it may cause some low-income elderly persons to
be unnecessarily or prematurely institutionalized.

INCREASE SSI RESOURCE CEILINGS

The SSI countable resource limitationscurrently $1,800 for in-
dividuals and $2,700 for eligible coupleswill ultimately reach
$2,000 for single persons and $3,000 for couples by 1989. When SSI
was first enacted in 1972, the countable asset caps were fixed at
$1,500 for individuals and $2,000 for couples. Those levels were low
then. Today, the resource ceilings have been greatly eroded by in-
flation. NCBA urges that the countable asset ceilings be raised to
compensate for inflation since the program began.

PERSONAL NEEDS ALLOWANCE

Another casualty of inflation is the $25 personal needs allowance
for SSI recipients who are in Medicaid institutions, such as an ex-
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tended care facility or nursing home. This personal needs allow-
ance should also be updated to compensate for rising prices.

GREATER OUTREACH

Only about one out of every three aged households with incomes
below the poverty lines actually receives SSI. In part, this is be-
cause the income standards are below the poverty thresholds. In
addition, many older persons mistakenly believe that they are not
eligible for SSI. The Social Security Administration should conduct
outreach projects to assure that more elderly Blacks and other low-
income persons receives the SSI benefits to which they are legiti-
mately entitled.

INSULATE SOCIAL SECURITY AND SSI FROM CUTBACKS

Social Security and SSI are and will continue to be primary
sources of support for the aged poor in the years ahead. Congress
should continue to take the lead in assuring that these programs
are not reduced because Social Security and SSI are so vitally im-
portant for low-income elderly persons.

Social Security, for example, keeps 9.4 million older Americans
off the poverty rolls. If there were no Social Security program, the
poverty rate for persons 65 years or older would nearly quadruple.

REPEAL PROVISION TO INCREASE AGE FOR FULL BENEFITS

The provision in the 1983 Social Security Amendments boosting
the eligibility age for full benefits from 65 to 67 in the next century
should be repealed. This measure will work to the disadvanage of
Blacks and other minorities because they have a shorter life ex-
pectancy than Whites. It will have another negative impact be-
cause the actuarial reduction for persons who must receive Social
Security benefits at axi earlier age will be even greater than under
present law. This could pose a serious hardship for aged Blacks
whose health status is not sufficiently severe to meet the strict
Social Security disability definition. They may be forced to collect
Social Security at age 62 to 63 because they can work only sporadi
cally or ot at all. Yet, the actual reduction in their benefits ma,
make it impossible for them to live decently.

SPECIAL ELDERLY CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

A special Consumer Price Index (CPI) for older Americans should
be created to measure more precisely the impact of rising prices
upon Social Security and SSI beneficiaries. All Americans are af-
fected by inflation, but the effect may vary because of different
spending patterns. For example, older Americans spend proportion-
ately more of their income on medical care than younger persons,
even with the valuable protection that Medicare provides to them.
A special CPI for the aged would be a more accurate barometer for
computing cost-of-living adjustments for older Amerit.ans who re-
ceive Social Security and SSI.
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MANDATORY PENSION PLANS

A mandatory pension system should be established along the
lines recommended by the President's Commission on Pension
Policyto assure that all workers receive at least a minimum pen-
sion.

Limited pension coverage is a major reason that about one out of
every three aged Blacks lives in poverty. Older Americans with
pension coverage have a significantly lower poverty rate than per-
sons 65 or older who do not have a private or government pension.

EARLIER VESTING OF PENSION BENEFITS

Pension benefits for workers should vest after three years of cov-
ered employment. The 1986 Tax Reform Act strengthened vesting
provisions for employers covered by private pension plans. Begin-
ning in 1988, private employees in qualified pension plans must
become (1) fully vested after five years or (2) twenty percent vested
after three years' employment with gradual increases until full
vesting is achieved after seven years.

These changes represent positive developments, but they do not
go far enough, particularly for women. The Women's Equity Action
League reports that the median number of years of employment
for woman workers is 3.1 (5.1 for men). Thus, a large proportion of
female and male employees will not earn pension coverage even
after the new vesting schedule mandated by the 1986 Tax Reform
Act becomes effective. The law should again be modified to provide
for full vesting after three years' employment.

CONTINUATION AND EXPANSION OF SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

The Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP)
should be continued for at least three years with increased funding
authority when the Congress considers the 1987 Older Americans
Act Amendments. Additional funding can enable more low-income
aged Blacks and other persons 55 or older to help themselves while
helping others in their communities at the same time. The SCSEP
should continue to place great emphasis on employing elderly mi-
nority groups.

SENIOR ENVIRONMENTAL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM (SEE)

Congress should provide a line-item appropriation for the Senior
Environmental Employment Program (SEE). SEE has proved to be
an effective program. It should be continued and expanded so that
more older Americans can participate. SEE not only improves our
environment but provides meaningful and fulfilling employment
opportunities for older workers.

SEE-prototype programs should be established at other govern-
ment agencies to tap the wealth of experience and talent which el-
derly persons possess in great abundance. The SEE program has
proved to be a cost-effective means for the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency to meet its responsibilities under present law by utiliz-
ing older Americans. Other government agencies can build upon
this already successful venture.
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AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT

The 1986 Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)
Amendments abolished mandatory retirement for nearly all cov-
ered workers in the private sector. Currently, the law covers em-
ployers with 20 or more employees. ADEA coverage should be ex-
panded to include employers with 15 or more employees, with the
ultimate goal of universal coverage. This will have the effect of
broadening the ban on mandatory retirement. It will also help to
assure that functional capacity will determine whether an older
person is hired, fired, promoted, or demoted.

9
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CHAPTER II: HEALTH NEEDS OF OLDER BLACKS

I. INTRODUCTION

The plight of the Black aged is manifested in many ways. Un-
doubtedly, one of the most striking examples is the significantly
shorter life expectancy for Blacks than Whites. In fact, life expect-
ancy is 6.6 yea/.- longer for White males than Black males: 71.5
years versus 64.9 years for males born in 1982. Similarly, White fe-
males can expect to live, on the average, 5.3 years longer than
Black females: 78.8 years compared to 73.5 years.

A. DETROIT, MEMPHIS AND WASHINGTON, D.C. HEARINGS AND
ATLANTA FORUM

The NCBA forum in Atlanta and the three House Select Com-
mittee on Aging hearings kin Detroit, Memphis, and Washington,
D.C.) all documented the severity of the health care needs of aged
Blacks. Witnesses provided owerful testimony that a health crisis
afflicts hundreds of thousands of Blacks 65 years or older. Several
authorities also stressed that aged Blacks suffer more intense
health problems than other older Americans.

This chapter on Health Needs of Older Blacks draws upon the
thorough and well documented testimony presented at the three
House Select Committee on Aging hearings and the NCBA forum:

Site and subject Date

Detroit: Health care problems of the black aged Mar. 21, 1986.
Memphis: In-home services issues affecting older Americans May 19, 1986.
Atlanta: Health and long-term care needs of older blacks Sept. 26, 1987.
Washington, DC: The plight of the black elderly Oct. 3, 1986.

B. WHY HEALTH CARE PROBLEMS FOR OLDER BLACKS ARE
INTENSIFIED

Erma Henderson, President of the Detroit City Council, provided
a perceptive assessment of elderly Black's state of health:

Overall, the Black elderly suffer more illnesses and die earli-
er. Compared to Whites, Blacks spend iess on health. Elderly
Blacks see a doctor less often, receive less preventive care, and
are more dependent on self-diagnosis and self-treatment.

They are more likely to have heart disease, strokes, diabetes,
high blood pressure, and hypertension. The Black elderly more
likely feel sustained unhappiness which makes them suscepti-
bel to mental breakdowns.

(22)
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In middle age and a little beyond, the death rate for Blacks
is twice that for Whites. At birth, Whites are expected to live
about 5 years longer than Blacks.' 3

1. INADEQUATE INCOME

Inadequate income was mentioned repeatedly at the forum and
heurings as a primary cause for the poorer state of health for aged
Blacks, as w B11 as the inferior care that they receive under our
health care system.

Erma Henderson stated the problem simply and succinctly when
she said:

Blacks cannot afford the health care that more affluent per-
sons take for granted. Older Blacks live on much less then el-
derly Whites and have fewer resources of their own for sup-
port.

The percentage of elderly White families that receive income
from dividends, interest or rent, for example, is more than four
times the percentage of elderly Black families with similar re-
sources.

Families headed by elderly Black men are less than half as
likely to be receiving a pension as those headed by elderly
White men.'4

The bottom line is that economic deprivation has taken its toll
throughout the lives of older Blacks. It has caused, for example,
many Blacks to scrimp on their diets. This has produced deteriorat-
ing physical conditions and generally poorer health than for aged
Whites.

Dr. Beverly Taylor, Director of the Residency Program at the
Morehouse Medical School, provided further powerful testimony on
this subject at the Atlanta forum:

Research has clearly shown that the health service utiliza-
tion is closely associated with ability to pay for the cost of care.
For the poor and socially disadvantaged, such as the minority
elderly, there is a decreasing likelihood of securing the kinds of
health services needed in the later years of life because of fixed
income, few pension or retirement health benefit programs, or
insurance that they can draw on after retirement.

As a consequence, many are uninsured and often go without
much needed health care. In many instances, inability to pay
the cost of health care may mean death at an earlier age than
would have been the case had heal.a care been affordable.

With the increasing numbers of persons living to advanced
old age, and the increasing incidence of poor and socially disad-
vai:tage persons who will be among them, the need for a com-
prehensive health care system that takes into account the
plight of the elderly will become increasingly urgent in the
years to come."

"3 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "Health Care Problems of the
Black Aged", March 21, 1986, p. 5.

"Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "Health Care Problems of the
Black Aged", March 21 1986, p. 6.

' S Testimony at Atlanta forum on "Health and Long Term Care Needs of Older Blacks", Sept.
26, 1986, pp. 19-2.
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2. MORE VULNERABLE TO DISABILITY BECAUSE OF PRIOR WORK

Older Blacks, in general, suffer more disabling or chronic ail-
ments than elderly Whites. Blacks run a much greater risk of
being disabled than Whites because Blacks have a tendency to
work in more dangerous occiipations.

Sidney Rosen, Director of the Detroit Senior Citizens Depart-
ment, described this problem in his testimony before the House
Select Committee on Aging:

Black people hew.. h;storically experienced discrimination
and racism that server to deny them access to the kind of em-
ployment that would have allowed them advantages toward
saving for old age and retirement. Black people have long been
relegated to the low-paying positions in this society and denied
equal access that minions of other Americans took and take
for granted.

For Black ram, it is an acknowledged fact that thel longevi-
ty is far behind that of White women, White men, and Black
women. And even when they enter old age, their health stand-
ards are appreciably below that of White Americans.

It has been the Black male who has held the lcw paying,
dirtiest, most hazardous jobs and are more prone to the serious
chronic illnesses related to old age that are compounded as a
result of the kind of work performed in [their] more productive
years.' 6

3. HIGH COST OF HEALTH CARE

Rapidly rising health care costs have imposed formidable bar-
riers for aged Blacks and other low-income elderly persons. In fact,
health care expenses have increased substantially above the overall
inflation rate for several years.

The harsh reality is that the aged's direct out-of-pocket costs av-
erage 15 percent of their total income. This is essentially the same
level that existed prior to enactment of Medicare and Medicaid.

The Villers Foundation reported in its recent study:
The sad fact is that, because of skyrocketing health care

costs and the absence of truly comprehensive insurance cover-
age, the elderly today spend the same proportion of their in-
comes on health care as was the case before Medicare and
Medicaid were established, two decades ago. In 1984, average
uut-of-pocket health care costs for the elderly accounted for 15
percent of their income, the same level that existed before
Medicare was enacted. Not including nursing home and other
long-term care, the average annual out-of-pocket health ex-
penses for the elderly reached $1,055 in 1984more than three
times the average amount ($310) spent by other Americans. In-
cluding nursing home costs, the average out-of-pocket health
expenses of the elderly reached $1,705 per year."

" Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "Health Care Problems of the
Black Aged", March 21, 1986, p. 13.

" On the Other Side of Easy Street. Myths and Facts About the Economics of Old Age, a
report of the Villers Foundation, January 1986, p. 26.
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The high cost of health care has placed aged Blacks and other
low-income older Americans in a dilemma. The daily decisions of
living have often forced elderly Blacks to compromise their health
care.

Many now postpone necessary health care until their ailments
reach a crisis state, simply because they do not have the money.
Unfortunately, the threat of a costly, catastrophic illness is still tco
much of a reality for aged Blacks and other older Americans.

Sidney Rosen eloquently described this prt,blem and the underly-
ing causes in his testimony:

Modern medicine in America is a wonderment and has the
promise of providing quality care, yet it does not and will not
be accessible to all whc need it because it is no longer a human
service, but a business tied to our market economy.

In the market place of services, it is the ability of the indi-
vidual to pay for the service rather than the need of the indi-
vidual.

It is money rather than illness that creates and maintains
the health care establishments. For most older people, aging
produces increased medical problems, and these medical prob-
lems occur at a point in life where the income is fixed.

The choice is often between medical care and/or food and
utilities. Unfortunately, older people have been cruelly por-
trayed as having received a greater portion of the human serv-
ices Federal dollars than they have a right t0.18

4. EROSION OF HEALTH CARE PROTECTION

Medicare and Medicaid represented landmark legislative victo-
ries for aged Blacks and other low-income elderly persons. But, the
protection from these valuable programs has been whittled away in
recent years. Medicare deductible and coinsurance charges for hos-
pital and skilled nursing facility care have soared during the
1980's.

A deductible is a front-end payment that older Americans must
either meet directly (such as out-of-pocket payments) or indirectly
(through private insurance or Medicaid for low-income seniors). Co-
insurance charges are additional costs that the elderly must either
pay directly or have covered through insurance, Medicaid, or other
means.

The Medicare inpatient hospital deductible charge has jumped by
155 percent during the past six years, from $204 in 1981 to $520 in
1987. This steep initial cost can be a formidable, and sometimes an
insurmountable, barrier for aged Blacks and other low-income
older persons, especially those without private insurance or Medic-
aid protection.

Hospital coinsurance charges have leaped forward by a similar
percentage hike during this same period. For example, the daily co-
insurance charge for a person 65 years old who is hospitalized from
61 to 90 days has soared from $51 per day in 1981 to $130 per day
in 1987, a 155-percent increase. Older Americans who must draw

'8 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "Health Care Problems of the
Black Aged': March 21, 1986, pp. 12-13.
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o.pon their Medicare lifetime reserve after being in the hospital for
more than 90 days are now subject to a $260-day coinsurance
charge, compared to $102 in 1981.

The Medicare Part B deductible for physician and other covered
services has increased by 25 percent, from $60 in 1981 to $75 now.
The annual Part B premium cost for the aged has risen by 86 per-
cent, from $115.20 in 1981 to $214.80 in 1987.

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation bills have also reduced Medicaid
protection in recent years. These changes have produced cutbacks
in crucial health care services for aged Blacks and other low-
income older Americans. Some states, for example, have reduced
coverage for prescription drugs, private duty nursing care, eye-
glasses, rehabilitation services, dental care, and other services be-
cause of reductions in the Federal share of Medicaid costs.

5. WELFARE MEDICINE

Inadequate income is often closely connected with the quality of
care that aged Blacks receive. Elderly Blacks have emphasized that
they have been victimized by our two-tier health system and its
linkage to economic status. They often receive "welfare medicine;"
while the more affluent or those with decent company health in-
surance receive quality care.

Congressman George W. Crokett, Jr. (D-MI), summarized the in-
extricable relationship between income and quality of care in his
opening remarks at the House Select Committee on Aging hearing
on "Health Care Problems of the Black Aged":

Black senior citizens are frequently less healthy than their
White peers. Some surveys show that older Blacks spend twice
as many days in bed due to illness than older Whites. We are
significantly more likely to have chronic diseases that limit
our activities. While our oldest Blacksand by oldest I refer to
those 85 and uptend to live longer than Whites of the same
age, most Blacks die much younger than most Whites.

In fact, the life expectancy for Black men is 6.6 years less
than for White men. The life expectancy for Black women is
5.3 years less than White women.

Now we know many of the circumstal ss that lead up to
this bleak picture. Being Black in this country almost by defi-
nition means having less income than Whites. as we all know
too well, the quality of health care a person receives is all too
often determined by the amount of money the patient has to
pay.

When you couple that shortage of excellent health care with
a lifetime of difficult and unhealthy living and/or working con-
ditions and an income that does not lend itself to a nutritious
diet, then you begin to see why this generation of Black elders
suffers from particularly poor health.' 9

' Opening statement at House Select Committee on Aging hearing to Health Care Problems
of the Black Aged", March 21, 1986, p. 4.
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6. SMALL PROPORTION OF AGED POOR COVERED BY MEDICAID

A widely held view is that so-called "safety net" programs (such
as Medicaid) are available to catch the elderly poor if they should
fall. Medicaid is certainly valuable and helpful fog low-income sen-
iors who have this protection. Medicaid pays about 13 percent of
the aged's health care expenditures ($536 per capita in 1984).

However, the vast majority of pocr older Americans do not have
Medicaid coverage. The Villers Foundation reported that only 36
percent of the non-institutionalized aged poor have Medicaid pro-
tection.

7. GAPS IN COVERAGE

Another commonly held misconception is that Medicare and
Medicaid cover virtually all of the aged's health care costs. Howev-
er, crucial gaps in coverage exist. Medicare, for example, does not
cover numerous high priority health care needs of older Ameri-
cans, including: out-of-hospital prescription drugs, physical check-
ups, eyeglasses, hearing aids, dentures, custodial nursing home
care, homemaker services, and others.

So-called "medi-gap" insurance policies do not typically cover all
of these services, or provide marginal coverage. In addition, only 29
percent of the aged poor have private "medi-gap" policies to sup-
plement Medicare protection.

Medicaid protection also has gaping holes in its safety net. This
point was made emphatically in the Villers Foundation report, "On
the Other Side of Easy Street: Myths and Facts About the Econom-
ics of Old Age:"

States may also use medicaid funds to pay Medicare's part B
(Supplemental Medical Insurance) premium for their elderly
Medicaid recipients. But 38 states currently decline to do so,
for some or all of these recipients.

After the federal share of funding for the Medicaid program
was cut back in 1981, many states were forced to reduce cover-
age for some medical services. Different states chose different
categories to cut, but services affected in various states include
prescription drugs, dental care, eyeglasses, private duty nurs-
ing care, preventive care, and rehabilitationall service) that
are of obvious importance to the elderly, and that are not cov-
ered by Medicare.

Some states have also established newly restrictive eligibility
criteria and ceilings on payments to those with chronically
high medical expenses. These restrictions are especially hard
on the elderly poor, of course. With no increase in income, they
are being forced to shoulder a greater share of the cost of
health careor go without."

C. DIAGNOSTICALLY RELATED GROUP (DRG) SYSTEM

Care for aged Blacks and other older Americans has undergone
marked change because of the Diagnostically Related Group (DRG)

20 On the Other Side of Easy Street. atyths and Facts About the Economics of Old Age.- a
report of the Villers Foundation. January 1987. p. 42.
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prospective payment system, which represents one of the most sig-
nificant legislative changes for Medicare since its enactment in
1965.

Previously, Medicare reimbursed hospitals based on their reason-
able costs in providing services to covered beneficiaries. This was
commonly called "retr'spective cost-based reimbursement." Critics
of this system claimed here were no incentives for hospitals to be
cost-conscious because their income was directly related to the
amount of services provided to Medicare patients. Thus, built-in
pressur ; existed for hospitals to overtreat and to keep patients
hospitalized as long as possible.

However, the 1983 Social Security Amendments substantially al-
tered the incentives for hospitals treating Medicare patients. Public
Law 98-21 established a DRG prospective payment system which
encourages hospitals to perform fewer services and to move Medi-
care patients in and out as quickly as possible to boost their profit
margin.

Medicare-eligible hosptial paitients are now classified according
to 468 diagnostically related groups (DRGs). The grouping takes ac-
count of several factors, including the patient's primary diagnosis,
the secondary diagnosis, his or her age, the discharge status of the
patient, and the primary procedures.

Hospitals are paid at prede...rmined rates under this prospective
method of reimbursement base' upon the patient's DRG classifica-
tion. This system is further reaned by applying separate DRG
rates, depending upon whether a Iwspital is located in an urban or
rural area. Additionally, DRG rates are adjusted for hospital wage
levels :a different areas.

Critics contend that the new prospe...ive payment system causes
Medicare patients to be discharged prematurely. They further
insist that built-in incentives exist to cut the care to maximize hos-
pital profits. This is because hospitals can pocket any surplus if
they can provide care for Medicare patient at less than the DRG-
predetermined payment. On the other hand, hospitals must assume
the loss when the treatment exceeds the DRG payment. Conse-
queAitly, hospitals, are skimping on care, the critics maintain, in
order to increase their profit margins.

Problems associated with the DRG system are further compcund-
ed because the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) re-
quires Professional Review Organizations (PROs) to limit certain
procedures to an ,,dtpatient setting. These services are covered
under the Part B Supplementary Medical Insurance program
which typically requires greater cost sharing for Medicare patients
than would be the case if the care were provided in a hospital. This
may save the program money, but older Americans may need to
dig deeper into their pockets to cover more of these charges.

Aging advocates have Gfthn argued that many older Americans
are simply not good candidates for certain types of outpatient sur-
gery. Yet, they are faced with a "take- it-or- leave -it" proposition.
They basically have two choices. They can incur the risk and ex-
pense associated with outpatient surgery or forego the surgery.

The bottom line is that aged patients may be victimized by a
"double whammy " First, they may receive inadequate care be-
cause hospitals have powerful incentives to skimp on services to

9
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maximize their profits. Second, there is the pocketbook issue. Older
Americans are exposed to greater out-of-pocket payments because
some services, which they reasonably believed Medicare would re-imburse, are not covered now. Moreover, the emphasis on outpa-
tient care, as opposed to inpatient care, will require greater patient
cost-sharing.

Perhaps the most common problem is that older Americans are
being discharged from hospitals "quicker and sicker" with no suita-
ble care after they leave. The bottom line is that they are faced
with both quality of care and access problems.

Several experts have concluded that current policies are limiting
or denying access to post-acute care of aged hospital inpatients in-
stead of fostering it. The upshot is that post-actute hospital services
are frequently not available, and aged hospital patients are being
dischar!,ed into a "no-care zone." This has placed greater strains on
other institutions in our society, such as Area Agencies on Aging
which are increasingly called upon to fill in gaps caused by the
DRG system.

D. LONG-TERM CARE

Long-term care refers to a wide range of services, including diag-
nostic, therapeutic, rehabilitation, and maintenance services forpeople with chronic impairments. These services can be deliveredin institutional (such as hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, or in-
termediate care facilities) and non-institutional (such as the home)settings.

Older Blacks have been underserved by long-term care institu-
tions. Elderly Whites are more than 1.5 times as likely to reside in
homes for the aged (this terminology refers essentially to nursinghomes but also includes other long-term care facilities): 5.0 percent
versus 3.2 percent. At more advanced ages, Whites are almosttwice as likely to reside in these facilities. For example, 15.8 per-cent of White males 85 or older are in homes for the aged, com-pared to 8.4 percent for Black males in this same 'ge group.
Among women 85 years or older, 26.4 percent of White females are
in homes for the aged, in contrast to 13.5 percent for Black fe-males.

Several factors account for aged Blacks' lower participation rate
in nursing homes and other long-term care facilities:

Many Blacks simply cannot afford the high cost of nursingcare.
Discrimination, whether covert or overt, still exists, although
this practice is prohibited.
Some facilities, which serve primarily Blacks, are unable to
meet fire, safety, and other code requirements because of limit-ed resources.
Nursing homes are often viewed with suspicion and deep con-
cern by older Blacks because of news accounts about dreadful
conditions that exist in some facilities.

IL FORUM AND THE HEARINGS

Testimony at the NCBA forums and the three House Select Com-
mittee on Aging field hearings provided a good blend of expert tes-
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timony from physicians and other health care providers, profession-
als in the field of aging, academicians, researchers, and others. In
addition, aged Blacks and senior citizen leaders provided forthright
accounts to Members of Congress who attended the forums and the
House Select Committee on Aging hearings.

The following summary highlights very briefly some of the key
points which the witnesses made.

A. THE PROFESSIONALS

Heart disease, cancer, and stroke continue to be the three lead-
ing causes of death for all older Americans, including aged Blacks
and Whites. These three causes account for about three out of
every four deaths among /,ersons 65 or older. However, differences
do exist concerning the impact of various diseases upon aged
Blacks and Whites.

1. IMPACT OF CERTAIN ILLNESSES UPON AGED BLACKS AND WHITES

Dr. Stephen Blount, Director for the Office of Epidemiology and
Biostatistics for the Department of Health in Detroit, gave this
comprehensive analysis:

Heart disease has remained a leading cause of death in the
elderly since 1950. Among those 65 and older, 44 out of every
100 deaths in 1978 resulted from heart disease. Women have
experienced more substantial reductions in death rates in
heart disease than men in the past 35 years. Significant differ-
ences exist between Blacks and Whites in the prevalence of
various risk factors for cardiovascular disease.

The principal treatable risks for cardiovascular disease
among Whites include hypertension, elevated blood cholesterol,
cigarette smoking, diabetes mellitus and obesity. Although it
has not been demonstrated 1,3T research and this points out the
fact that very little research at this time is being done on
Black populations, we can assume that these same factors for
Whites operate for Blacks as well.

Coronary heart disease mortality rates are similar in White
and Black men, but are much greater in Black women than in
White wome.. over the age of 65. The number of new cases of
coronary heart disease may also be increased in Black women
over White. Hospital admission records suggest higher rates of
sudden death prior to hospitalization among Black men.

Stroke deaths are much more common, about 60 percent
more common in Blacks than in Whites, and a greater propor-
tion of Blacks than Whites suffer nonfatal strokes.

Also more common in Blacks is end-stage renal disease or
kidney failure, which results from hypertension often exacer-
bated by diabetes. Both of these conditions, hypertension and
diabetes, occur more among the Black population.

Not only are Blacks more likely to develop high blood pres-
sure, Black hypertensives are at a much greater risk for end-
stage renal disease than Whites. Stroke mortality has declined,
as well. The mortality for coronary heart disease has subsided
substantialy for Blacks in the last 15 years. However, substan-
tial differences still exist in cardiovascular disease.
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In terms of other risk factors, cigarette smoking is more
prevalent among Blacks than Whites, as is diabetes mellitus,
diagnosed and undiagnosed, and obesity is more prevalent
among Black women.

Each of these factors is in some way amenable to individual
and governmental action, and thus speaks to the need for cost-
effective health education programs among Blacks, particular-
ly the Black elderly.

Cancer is the second leading cause of death among adults in
the United States, including those over 65, and accounts for ap-
proximately 20 percent of all deaths among the elderly.

The risk of developing cancer increases with increasing age,
and 56 percent of all cancers are diagnosed among persons 65
years and greater.

The multiple and complex health problems faced by the aged
serve to complicate the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of
cancer and increase the cancer burden for the Black communi-
ty, which is particularly high. Some of the things that I pre-
sented in the tables indicate various rates of cancer for the el-
derly here in Detroit. Those are some specifics.

Although Black and White women share the same three
leading sites for cancer, breast, lung, and colon, differences
exists in the rates between those two groups for these and
other cancers.

While elderly White women have a higher number of new
cases than Black women for breast cancer, the death rates are
quite similar. This fact, combined with the fact that the aver-
age size of a breast tumor at diagnosis is greater in Black
women than Whites, suggest that elderly Black women breast
cancer patients are diagnosed later and die in disproportionate
numbers compared to Whites for this most common site of
cancer among women.

Large tumors at diagnosis are less successfully treated and
most often require more extensive and disfiguring surgery,
which can have devastating effects on both the self-image of
the woman and the prospects for reemployment.

Incidence rates among elderly Black women are higher fortwo of the other more common sites of cancer in all elderly
women, colon and cancer of the lungs.

Significantly, the incidence rate for invasive cervical cancer
is almost 21/2 times greater among elderly Black women than
among elderly White women. This is notable because of the ex-
istence of a reliable and cost-effective-method to screen women
for pre-invasive cancer. That method is a pelvic examination
and a Pap smear.

Unfortunately, many physicians discontinue routine cervical
cancer examinations after menopause, when the risk of diseaseis actually greater. Studies indicate .that elderly Black women
are less likely then their White counterparts to have had a cer-vical cancer examination."

21 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "Health Care Problems of theBlack Aged ', March 21, 1986, pp. 54-55.
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2. DRG AND IMPACT ON BLACK HOSPITALS AND BLACK PATIENTS

Physicians were generally criticaland sometimes sharply criti-
calof the relatively new DRG prospective payment system. Dr.
Cecil R. Jonas, President of the Detroit Medical Society, noted that
the DRG system created formidable problems for hospitals serving
low-income persons. He said:

The hospital that seeks to retain admission of care to t1.7...
inner city usually finds itself left with large dollar amounts of
uncompensated care.

The last Black hospital to close, the Kirkwood Hospital, that
did so in November, is now in bankruptcy. And part of the
reason is clearly defined: because of the problem of length of
stay and claims that are now being denied them by the physi-
cal committee of the Medicare system.

The hospital is being forced to either acknowledge its mis-
sion to the Black aged or adopt a more restrictive method of
both admission and length of stay.

The physician, on the other hand, is faced with the problem
of a patient who is old and whose health is compounded by
years of neglect; who has many chronic illnesses, but who at
the same time cannot pay for entry into most of the health
care systems we now have.22

Dr. Jonas also maintained that the DRG system was unfair for
aged Blacks and other elderly poor persons.

The DRG system and its step-down concept is discriminating
against the Black and poor elderly. Nursing homes and home
health care agencies are reluctant to take care of these pa-
tients because of the problems of reimbursement or lack of re-
imbursement for services rendered. If patients are taken by
these agencies, minimal care is often given. Only those services
and procedures specifically listed for reimbursement will be
given. Too often it has been found that reimbursement is
denied because the procedure does not fit under the specified
reimbursable description."

B. THE ELDERLY

Aged persons provided direct and moving accounts about the
health care problems that they, their family or friends experienced.
Additionally, they told Members of the Congressional Black Caucus
and other Members of Congress about the difficulties that Lney en-
countered in paying for necessary health care services.

1. THE HIGH COST OF HEALTH CARE

Ran-ion Mendez, a Detroit resident, was forced to take his sickly
wife out of a hospital because he was unable to afford the cost. He
brought his wife home, where she remained in a wheel chair for a
couple of weeks before dying. Mr. Mendez, who was 84 years old,

22 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "Health Care Problems of the
Black' Aged", March 21, 1986, p, 74.

22 Testimony at house Select Committee on Aging hearing on "Health Care Problems of the
Black Aged", March 21, 1986, pp, 78-79.
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told the house Select Committee on Aging, "I just had to take her
out of the hospital because I couldn't pay. I cannot afford to pay
$450 a week." 24

2. IMPORTANCE OF IN-HOME SERVICES

Older persons repeatedly emphasized the importance of in-home
services for themselves, their families, or their friends. Susan C.
Bryant, who received in-home services, described the dilemmas for
the elderly in the Orange Mound area of Memphis who were not so
fortunate:

We have another person that has been sick; is in the hospital
now. [There were] three in the family, [including] . . . her sister.
She had to wait on them, all three of them, the husband, the wife,
and the son, until she got sick. They did not have a homemaker,
any kind of assistance to help them take care of these people in
their home, because they were not getting any Medicare, any as-
sistance.25

Another in-home consumer in Memphis, Marie A. Fort, told the
House Select Committee on Aging how a visiting nurse helped to
save her life. She also gave a glowing report on the importance of
in-home services for her daily living:

But I want to say in defense of the agency, I had a serious
heart attack in July. I had a massive heart attack in July. I
was in the hospital a month. When I got home the doctor said
I needed to have nursing service because I live alone. I was so
proud of the service I received, because I had Home Health
Service. They would come out and clean the house for me and
cook my food. They would go and buy the food, because I have
no one to do this. My daughter works every day from 8 until 5,
and when she gets in she is tired and she is not young, she is
54.

The other service was a nursing service. They came out and
I want to say to you, my life was saved by that nursing service.
In March my doctor gave me a new prescription. I take six
kinds of heart medicine. I had the prescription filled at the
drugstore, and I was taking it just as he said. But I got so I
could not lift my head up off the pillow.

When the nurse came in one morning I kept telling her
about how my head was hurting, I could not get my head up.
She looked, the medicine was wrong, it was too strong. She
called the doctor and the drugstore and the doctor's wife called
me and said, don't take any more medicine until the nurse gets
there and exchanges it. I want you to know, I was so weak I
could hardly walk.26

24 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on 'Health Care Problems of the
Black Aged", March 21, 1986, p. 46.

23 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "InHome Service Issues Affect-
ing Older Americans", May 19, 1986, p. 19.

"Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "In.Home Services Issues Affect-
ing Older Americans", May 19, 1986, p. 20.
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3. BUDGETARY CUTBACKS

A major source of concern among the elderly was the likely
effect of budgetary cutbacks on health care services. Many were
fearful that their health service would be reduced or eliminated.
Some older persons believed that the aged were being unfairly
thrust into the front ranks as deficit fighters. Marie A. Fort gave
this account:

. . . We are trying to live. We have a right to live. We have
no right to lose our dignity because somebody young grows up
under us. We are the cause of the young people being here. I
cannot understand the parents of Gramm and Rudman. They
must have been adopted children. They must not have any par-
ents or grandparents. They do not nave any right to take my
tax money."

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Older Blacks have poorer health than aged Whites by virtually
any standard of measurement. More than one-half (55.1 percent) of
all Blacks f.5 or older consider their health to be poor or just fair,
compared to one out of three (31.1 percent) for elderly Whites. Re-
stricted activity days for aged Blacks is nearly 41 percent higher
than for older Whites: 43.4 days per year compared to 30.8 days.
Older Blacks are confined to a bed, on the average, approximately
58 percent more than aged Whites: 22.3 days versus 14.1 days per
year. Perhaps the most readily apparent effect is the significantly
shorter life expectancy for Blacks than White.

In many respects, older Blacks have been relegated to a position
at the back of the health care bus. Health care providers have
often practiced "welfare medicine" on low-income aged Blacks. The
quality of care for older Blacks has frequently been compromised
under DRG prospective payment system.

Aged Blacks and other older minorities have been shortchanged,
to a large degree, by our health care system. Comprehensive
changes are necessary to improve the quality and the availability
of health care for aged Blacks and other low-income elderly minori-
ties.

PROTECTION AGAINST FURTHER CUTBACKS IN MEDICARE

Aged Blacks and other older Americ&ns have been hard hit in
the health arena by recent cutbacks. These measures have boosted
the elderly's out-of-pocket payments for Medicare deductibles, coin-
surance charges, and premiums.

Congress should resist further cutbacks in Medicare protection as
a means to strengthen Medicare's financing. The emphasis should
be on controlling liGspital, doctor, and other health care provider
costs.

"Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on In Home Services Issues Affect
ing Older Americans", May 19,1986, pp. 20-21.
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PROTECTION AGAINST FURTHER REDUCTIONS IN MEDICAID

Medicaid has also been cut sharply in recent years. Low-income
aged Blacks have been among the major casualties of these reduc-
tions. The reductions have taken many formscutbacks in nursing
home care, new out-of-pocket payments, and the elimination or re-duction of prior benefits.

Congress should not enact further Medicaid reductions. Cost con-tainment should be the primary goal rather than cuts in benefits.
PROMOTE WELLNESS AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES

Our health care system has an institutional bias. To a very large
degree, it is crisis-oriented. Hospitalization (45.2 percent) and nurs-ing home care (20.9 percent) are the elderly's top two health care
expenditures. Collectively, hospitalization and nursing home care
account for about two-thirds of the aged's health care costs.

Unfortunately, our present health care system provides few in-centives for preventive measures. The emphasis is on treatment,
rather than on preventing or forestalling an illness.

New initiatives should be developed to promote preventive meas-ures to ward off illness and to encourage wellness among the elder-
ly. Educational efforts are needed concerning appropriate lifestyles
and a proper diet to enhance the likelihood for healthier living.
Further educational efforts are needed concerning the hazards of
smoking and excessive alcoholic consumption. Demonstrationprojects should be funded under Medicare to determine whether
coverage of physical checkups would be cost-effective and feasible.

IMPROVE MEDICARE/NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

Practically every Western industrialized nation in the world nasa national health insurance program. The United States is nearly
unique among industrialized nations in that it does not provide a
comprehensive national health insurance program for all of its citi-
zens. Today, the United States lags behind many industrialized na-tions in terms of life expectancy, infant mortality rate, maternal
:mortality rate, and other health indices.

The United States does have a limited national health insurance
program for older Americans: Medicare. Over the years, Medicare
has proved its value and worth for the elderly. Medicare has clear-
ly had a dramatic effect in making health care more readily avail-able for elderly persons. In fact, about one-third of the increase inthe life expectancy for persons 65 years or older during the first 75
years of the twentieth century occurred during the ten-year period
after Medicare became law (1965-1975).

As a long-term goal, our nation should enact a universal an"
comprehensive national health insurance program with built-in
cost controls. Until this can be achieved, Medicare should be im-
proved by capping out-of-pocket payments for hospital and medical
services, as well as closing gaps for crucial health care needs. A
well-conceived and properly structured national health insurance
program can provide more comprehensive coverage than Medicareand at a reasonable cost.
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DRG PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM

The new DRG prospective payment system has helped to reduce
the health care inflation rate for Medicare. Unfortunately, the pro-
spective payment system has powerful incentives for hospitals to
compromise or reduce the quality of care by discharging patients
prematurely. Today, far too many elderly Blacks and other older
Americans are being discharged from hospitals without any appro-
priate follow-up care when in-home or other types of services are
clearly needed.

Congress should enact appropriate safeguards to assure that the
DRG prospective payment system does not compromise the quality
of health care.

COMMUNITY-BASED AND IN-HOME SERVICES

Today a sizable proportion of aged individuals are unnecessarily
or prematurely institutionalized at a high public cost. In fact, our
health care system seems to have a built-in bias toward institution-
alization. Experts estimate that 15- to- 40 percent of all nursing
home and hospital patients are improperly institutionalized.

In-home heath care services should be promoted. Similarly, s',eps
should be taken to establish a comprehensive community-based
ling -term care system to provide a broad range of service to enable
elderly persons to live independently in their homes and to deliver
necessary care for those who must eventually be institutionalized.

Ultimately, this system should be incorporated in a comprehen-
sive national health insurance program. Until this can be achieved,
Congress should modify Medicare and Medicaid to improve in-home
and community-based care.

For example, Medicare's "homebound" and "skilled nursing
care" req1.rements should be eliminated for home health care eli-
gibility. In addition, coverage of homemaker/chore services, adult
day, hospim, and ambulatory care should be provided.

Samuel McCrae, representative of the Quitman County Develop-
ment Corporation, in Marks, Mississippi, provided excellent testi-
mony on this issue:

The State of Mississippi itself only averages 650 patients for
in-home care a month.

Of the 130 agencies, 82 are served by the Mississippi State
Department of Public Health. As you note, there is no shortage
of agencies providing services but there surely is a gap in
access to health services and to service delivery.

For example, on the average the Mississippi Department of
Public Health turns down or rejects 75 to 100 persons per
month, or 1,000 persons per year. The problem is the inadequa-
cy of the regulation policies and practices of interpretation
that place immovable barriers. The regulation requires that a
patient must be homebound, under the care of and referred by
a physician. What is the yardstick that determines home-
bound? Confined to the home or bed, inability to give them-
selves life-sustaining medication, unable to prepare necessary
nutrition in fighting the illness or disability.

Q7
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Second, those that arP not under the care of a physician.
They are someand I shall cite a case laterpersons that find
themselves between the inability to accept access in home serv-
ices because of illegal restrictions, the absence and/or inability
of the family or relatives to provide such care, and the lack of
personal financial resources to provide those services.

Too many of our elderly population who are very sick are
finding the only resources are nursing homes. In comparison,
in-home care services are less expensive, especially to taxpay-
ers, than the care in nursing homes. The services needed for
many nursing home residents can best be served in their own
home environment.2 8

RESTRUCTURING MEDICARE TO SERVE LONG-TERM CARE NEEDS BETTER

Medicare also needs to be restructured to be more responsive
to the chronic conditions which affect so many older Ameri-
cans today. Dr. Robert Butler, former Director of the National
Institute on Aging and a member of NCBA's Board of Direc-
tors, said:

Medicare was desigr,:d for people of young and middle age
when the main threats to financial security arose out of acute
illnen rather than chronic incapacity. But the health care
needs of the elderly population is substantially different from
the young adults. A distinguishing characteristic of old age is
the likelihood of multiple, simultaneous crises or losses which
may be superimposed on chronic illness and anxieties about in-
capacity and dying. Such a framework, so different from that
common in the younger adult, necessarily changes the work of
professionals and consequently requires a restructuring of
Medicare so that it covers major geriatric ne' T}-ese needs
include community-based services, long-term site care,
and counseling and training of the familyt, tcipal care-
givers of the at-home elderly."

NCBA strongly endorses Dr. Butler's recommendations to (1) lift
the Medicare prohibition against funding preventive and custodial
services and (2) develop a long-term care program for older Ameri-
cans in the community. NCBA further supports Dr. Butler's recom-
mendations for the provision of other necessary services. Dr. But-
ler's spelled those out in greater detail in his oral presentation:

We have to provide within this restructured Medicare reha-
bilitation, long-term care, home care, respite ,.;are, counseling
and training of the families which are, after all, the principal
and extraordinary caregivers in our society for older people.3°

28 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on "In-home Services Issues Af-
fecting Older Americans", May 19, 1986, p. 36.

29 Prepared statement of Dr Robert Butler for House Select Committee on Aging hearing on
"The Plight of the Black Elderly", October 3, 1989, p. 5 of written statement,

3° Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on The Plight of the Black Elder
ly ", October 3, 1936, p. 26 of transcript.
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IMPROVING ACCESSIBILITY IN LONG-TERM CARE FACILITIES

Historically, older Blacks have been underserved by long-term
care institutions. The 1977 National Nursing Home Survey, for ex-
ample, revealed that only 4 percent of all skilled nursing home
residents were Black. On the other hand, White Non-Hispanics rep-
resented more than 93 percent of the total. Yet, aged Blacks consti-
tute more than 8 percent for all persons 65 years of older. Older
Blacks accounted for 7 percent of all residents in Medicaid interme-
diate care facilities, which serve low-income chronically imparied
persons. However, elderly Blacks represented 22 percent of the
total aged poverty population in 1977.

A fundamental objectives of our long-term care policies should be
increased accessibility for older Blacks. Strict enforcement of civil
rights legislation is absolutely essential. Nursing home ombudsmen
under the Older Americans Act should also monitor the situation
and report their findings to appropriate officials.

FUNDING FOR RESEARCH

Funding for disease-related research has proved to be tin effec-
tive investment for our nation. Research funded and conducted by
the National Institutes of Health has helped to extend longevity
and the quality of life for older persons.

NCBA strongly supports funding for research to combat diseases
affecting the elderly and minorities, including Alzheimer's disease,
cancer, heart, stroke, hypertension, and others. NCBA basically be-
lieves that Congress has exercised good judgment in providing ap-
propriations for the National Institutes of Health during a period
of austerity.

INCREASED FUNDING FOR BLACK MEDICAL SCHOOLS

Aged and younger Blacks are often underserved by our medical
system because trained physicians are not located in areas where
Blacks may live. Doctors clearly have a tendency to establish their
practices in more affluent communities.

Minority physicians often have greater service obligations in re-
sponding to the health care needs of aged poorer and younger
Blacks when compared to most other medical school graduates.

NCBA strongly believes that a clear need exists to train more
Black physicians. Dr. Louis Sullivan, President of the Morehouse
Medical School, made an eloquent presentation about the need for
additional federal funding for historical Black medical schools. Dr.
Sullivan pointed out that only 3 percent of all physicians are Black
although Blacks comprise 12 percent of our total population:

Some of you may not be aware of the fact that it was 1966,
some twenty years ago, that the last of the medical schools in
the South admitted their first Black students ever. Indeed,
until 1948, only thirty-eight years ago, none of the medical
schools in this region of the country. me-third of our schools in
the nation, admitted any Black students.

It is for these reasons that in 1975 with the leadership from
the Black physicians in Georgia and with the support of the
white physicians as well, Morehouse College decided to explore
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the development of a new, predominantly Black medical
school.

The mission of our school is to train a new breed of physi-
cians for service as primary care practitioners to work in medi-
cally underserved inner cities and rural areas of our country,
areas where a high percentage of the population is poor and
from ethnic minorities.31

"Testimony at Atlanta forum on "Health ar d LongTerm Care Needs of Older Black", Sept.
26, 1986, p. 12.
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CHAPTER III: BUDGET ISSUES AFFECTING OLDER
BLACKS

I. INTRODUCTION

Older Americans from all walks of life and all sections of our
nation have been hit hard by budgetary cuts in recent years. Yet,
many opinion leaders believe that the elderly have escaped virtual-
ly unscathed from the budget knife. However, aged Blacks and
other older Americans have clearly suffered.

A. CUTS IN BENEFIT PROGRAMS

Social Security, which is the major source of support for elderly
Blacks and other older individuals, has been cut on a number of
occasions during this decade. The most substantial reduction oc-
curred in 1983, when the aged did not receive a cost-of-living ad-
justment (COLA). The six-month delay in the COLAfrom July
1983 to January 1984cost Social Security beneficiaries an esti-
mated $4.2 billion in lost benefits in fiscal year 1986.

Deductible and other out-of-pocket payments have jumped under
Medicare because of budget cuts, spiraling health care costs, rand
the advt,nt of the new diagnostically related group (DRG) systaln.
The hospital deductible chargethe front-end payment that older
Americ^ns must meet from their own resources or other means
has increased by a whopping 155 percent in jest six years, from
$204 in 1981 to $520 in 1986. (See Chapter on Health Needs of
Older Blacks for more detailed information.)

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation bills have reduced Medicaid pro-
tection. Aged Blacks have been especially hard hit because they are
much more likely to be adversely affected than elderly Whites
since Medicaid is a means-tested program. (See Chapter on Health
Needs of Older Blacks for additional information.)

General services and housing assistance programs have also been
cut back sharply in recent years. Older Blacks are among the
major victims of these reductions. They are more likely than other
elderly groups w be eligible for these programs since about one out
or every three Blacks 65 years or older lives in poverty.

Housing programs have been especially hard hit. Conventional
public housing starts, for example, have fallen by 79 percent within
a five-year period, from 36,365 in fiscal year 1980 to 7,714 in 1985.
About two out of every five households living in public or subsi-
dized housing in fiscal year 1980 were headed by an aged individ-
ual. Thus, the substantial reduction in public housing has created
serious problems for older Americans, especially elderly Blacks.

The Section 202 housing for the elderly and handicapped pro-
gram has also been cut back during this decade, although not as
sharply as public housing. Section 202 has experienced a 58-percent

(40)
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decline in housing starts during the past five years, from 20,850 in
fiscal year 1980 to 8,753 in 1985.

In addition, tenants in federally-assisted housing are now paying
higher rents. One important reason is that public housing and Sec-
tion 8 tenants can now be charged rent equal to 30 percent of their
adjusted income. Prior to 1982, a 25 percent tenant rental payment
ceiling existed for these programs.

Several food stamp cutbacks have impacted either directly or in-
directly on c,lder Blacks, including:

Enactment of a less current method is update the thrifty food
plan for food stamps; and

Elimination of a more generous method for deducting medical
expenses in computing income for food stamps.

The bottom line is that these measures and others have reduced
food stamp benefits in one form or another for aged Stacks.

B. GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS AMENDMENT

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings (GRH) amendment Jas further in-
tensified the budgetary squeeze for programs serving older Ameri-
can u.,d elderly Blacks. The GRH establishes a five-year timetable
to balance the budget by Fiscal Year 1991. Annual targets are pro-
vided to reduce the deficit until the budget is ultimately balanced:
$144 billion in fiscal year 1987, $108 billion in 1988, $72 billion in
1989, $36 billion in 1990, and zero in 1991. A $10-billion leeway is
permitted for the mandated deficit target for each year except for
1991 when the budget must be balanced.

An automatic spending reduction procedure (called "sequester-
ing") is provided if Congress and the Administration cannot agree
on a budget which conforms to the target amounts. However, sever-
al programs are exempted from the sequestering process, including
Social Security Supplemental Security Income, Medicaid, food
stamps, and veterans pensions and compensation payments.

The automatic spending reduction procedure came into effect in
fiscal year 1986, producing a 4.3-percent cut for programs covered
by the sequestering process. It produced several negative effects for
older Blacks, including the following:

Senior Community Service Employment Program.Approximate-
ly 2,800 positions for low-income older Americans were eliminated
under the 4.3-percent automatic spending procedures of the bal-
anced budget amendment. About 23 percent of all Title V SCSEP
enrollees are Black. It is estimated that about 650 fewer positions
will be available for aged Blacks during the 1986-87 program year.

Nutrition Program for the ElderlyThe Older Americans Act
nutition program for the elderly was cut by $17.4 million under
the GRH amendment, reducing the number of meals served by a
projected 4.1 million from 1985 to 1986. An estimated 450,000 fewer
meals were served to aged Blacks during fiscal year 1986 because
of the 4.3-percent cut.

Supportive Services.Funding for the Older Americans Act Title
III-B supportive services program was cut by $11.4 million. On an
individual basis, this mean. a reduction in a wide itnge of support-
ive services for about 400,000 older Americans. An estimated 66,000
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fewer Blacks received Title III-B services after the automatic
spending reduction became effective.

Housing.Federally-assisted housing programs were also re-
duced under the balanced budget amendment. The number of hous-
ing units that could be financed under the Section 202 housing for
the elderly and handicapped program was trimmed. Originally, the
Congress provided sufficient funding for about 21,000 units. Simi-
larly, the number of additional public housing units financed de-
clined.

H. THE PHILADELPHIA FORUM

The Philadelphia forum provided numerous accounts about the
effect of budget cutbacks in recent years for aged Blacks. Witnesses
raised questions repeatedly about the fairness of the reductions for
some of the most disadvantaged persons in our society.

Congressman William H. Gray, III (D-PA), who chaired the
forum, and others vho attended the proceeding also took strong ex-
ception to our nation's priorities. They generally felt that the tax
cuts enacted in recent years have largely benefited the wealthy,
while doing little for low-income Blacks. They strongly objected to
shifting more funding to the military at the expense of domestic
programs. And, they vehemently opposed the GRH balanced
budget amendment.

A. BUDGET OUT OF CONTROL

Another prevalent theme was that the national budget is out of
control. Congressman Gray, who chairs the House Budget Commit-
tee, noted that the budget deficit had more than doubled sine
1980. He said:

Let me give it to you in clear terms: in 1980, the total debt of
Americathat's right, the total debt, for two hundred years,
all the presidents, from George Washington to Jimmy Carter
the total debt of this nation was $914 billion.

Today as I talk to you, in just over five years, it has been
doubles to over $2.1 trillion.

In 1980, those who criticized 40 and 50 billion dollar deficits
are now the custodians of a national government that, for the
second year in a row, will have deficits of well in excess of $200
billion.32

B. QUESTIONS OF FAIRNESS

Congressman Gray also criticized the fairness of the budgetary
cuts. He told the audience that he had "bad news and worse news.
The bad news was that the budget deficit was in excess of $200 bil-
lion. The worse news, Congressman Gray explained, is that there
are proposals to reduce the deficit by cutting programs for older
Blacks and other disadvantaged persons in our society. He said:

Now, if that isn't bad news, let me give you the worse news.
The worse news is that, those who gave us all of this debt, the

" Opening statement at Philadelphia forum un Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks", Sept.
20, 1986, pp. 18-19.
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tax cuts for the wealthy, have been suggesting for the last five
years that the way to lower the debt is on the backs of those
least able to afford the burden in our society, on those who did
not benefit from any of the increased federal spending, and on
those who have not caused spending to go up."

Congressman Gray emphasized that the House Budget Commit-
tee would work for an equitable budget. He added:

We have maintained current funding levels, and this year
we have dramatically increased many of those programs, while
at the same time reducing the deficit. Because we believe that
you can reduce the sea of red ink, but you don't have to do it
on the backs of the elderly, you don't have to do it on the
empty stomachs of our children, you don't have to do it by
shortchanging the educational opportunity of the next genera-
tion.34

John Stallworth, National Secretary for the American Associa-
tion of Retired Persons, gave an inspirational presentation. He
clearly captured the mood of the audience when he urged that our
budget priorities be reordered:

I know our officials must give importarne to the exploration
of unknown space, to defensive armaments to foil unknown en-
emies, and to the subsidy of soldiers in other countries who
have known motives, but what is the big deal in providing
ample care for loyal, trusting citizens that are now deprived of
youth and income?

We come here because we earned that right and the respon-
sibility to take part in the policy-making procedures that affect
our health, our pocketbookS, and our lives. I've been told offi-
cials can say no more ways than an unpaid hooker. (Applause)

Please do not let them reduce the benefits to your seniors.
AARP tries to see that grace and dignity are given to the aged.
It wants government to make some changes in its regulations,
business to provide more accountability, and both to have
better planning and administration in their programs.35

C. SPECIAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY AGED BLACKS

Mr. Stallworth further emphasized that older Blacks were raised
at a time when widespread discrimination existed in our nation.
This ha3 had a profound impact on the economic state of affairs for
aged Blacks:

It has been hard for us Blacks to continue to love our coun-
try. But we have. Even when it told us to drink at another
fountain, sit on another toilet, go to a different school, and live
across the tracks. Now, our faith in its ideals has been justi-
fied. Thank God, those things are past. But now that we are

" Opening statement at Philadelphia forum on "Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks , Sept.20, 1986, p. 19.
34 Tessimony at Philadelphia forum on "Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks' , Sept. 20, 1986,p. 62.
35 Opening statement at Philadelphia forum on "Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks". Sept.20, 1986, p. 23.
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old, should we again be subject to treatment that brings all
these frustrations back? Maybe there is such a thing as too
much experience.36

D. How BUDGET CUTS AFFECT OLDER BLACKS

A panel of aged Blacks described in very personal terms how
recent budget cuts have affected them, their families, and friends.
Johnny L. Williams, a retired government employee, told the panel
that cuts or freezes in federal pension benefits made his life more
difficult. He said very frankly, "Being cut this way, it hurts not
only myself, but also my family, and everyone else." 37

Abigail V. Pankey, Coordinator for the Tyre Center for Adults,
told the panel that funding cuts have hindered programs at her
senior center. The center has been able to limp along, though,
through fund-raising activities, including contributions from the
aged's limited income. She said:

. . . Our center was funded at one time by the Philadelphia
Corporation for the Aged. When the funds were cut and we no
longer received any money, our seniors used their money to
help their center to survive."

E. GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS AMENDMENT

Brian A. Karim, Senior Community Service Employment Pro-
gram Director for the Philadelphia, PA Mayor's Commission on
Aging, discussed the problems caused by the balanced budget
amendment. He noted that the number of community service em-
ployment positions were reduced as well as the number of people
served by the Senior Community Service Employment Program.
Mr. Karim gave this account:

There were cuts through the Gramm-Rudman amendment,
and also it is the 1.5 percent cut in the administrative funds
that was passed on through the Department of Labor. The ad-
ministrative funds, of course, are the area or the part of the
budget that we have to operate the program.

We experienced about a $38,000 cut in our budget , a large
part of that being administrative costs. So what has happened,
we had to cut two staff positions, which means we are trying to
do the same amount of work with less people, which is diffi-
cult.

The second thing we had to cut, we had a cut in our author-
ized slot level, so that the number of people that we're able to
serve, again, is lowered. We have 16 fewer slots, but we have
an average of 100 people applying every month. And this is
every month for the last two months since July.

So at that current rate of 100 people per month, you know,
you figure 1,200 people are going to apply, but yet you've got

" Testimony at Philadelphia forum on Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks", Sept. 20, 1986,

pp';'61-es62t;mony at Philadelphia forum on Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks", Sept. 20, 1986,
p. 47.

" Testimony at Philadelphia forum on Budget. Issues Affecting Older Blatits", Sept 20, 1986,
p. 50.
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fewer slots to serve people. And June and July, or July and
August, incidentally, are the slower months.

We have had over 400 people come in looking at our job
board. We've had over 700 people call in each month for em-
ployment and other types of services offered by the Mayor's
Commission on Aging.3°

C. Clifford Washington, Chairman and President of the Coalition
of Advocates for the Rights of the Infirm Elderly, expressed con-
cern that the GRH amendment would adversely affect aged Blacks.
Mr. Washington, who is also on the Board of Directors for the Na-
tional. Caucus and Center on Black Aged, Inc., said:

The Gramm-Rudman [amendment] has the knife, and has
. . . many people thinking.
Program cuts affect the poor Black elderly, retrenchment and
all of the other things make it pretty bad for them.4°

III. RECOMMENDNEONS
NCBA's forum in Philadelphia and other studies have made it

clear that aged Blacks and other low-income elderly persons have
been adversely affected by budget cuts in recent years. In virtually
every program serving older Americans, reductions have been en-
acted into law in one form or another during this decade. The net
impact is that large holes exist in safety net programs for low-
income elderly persons.

The situation has been intensified with the enactment of the
GRH amendment, which has established a five-year timetable foi
balancing the budget. Programs benefiting older Americans have
already been negatively affected by the automatic spending reduc-
tion trigger in the balanced budge.. law.

BALANCED APPROACH TO REDUCING THE DEFICIT

To a very large degree, our budget deficit is traceable to hefty
increases in Pentagon spending and major tax reductions enacted
into law in recent years. Military spending has more than doubled
during the past seven years, from $134 billion in fiscal year 1980 to
$279 billion in 1987.

Sizeable tax cuts have also reduced the revenue base. Moreover,
the Internal Revenue Code is filled with gaping loopholes, which
enable some of the most affluent people and businesses in America
to pay little or no taxes. For example, a study by Citizens for Tax
Justice found that 129 out of 275 corporations either paid no taxes
or received rebates on prior taxes paid in at least one year during
the 1981-84 period. However, these 129 businesses had $66.4 billion
in domestic profits during this period.

A more balanced approach is needed to reduce the federal budget
deficit. A greater emphasis should be placed on closing loopholes in
the tax law. In addition, Congress must search for fair and effective
means to reduce spending. Congress must continue to be vigilant in

3aTestimony at Philadelphia forum on "Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks", Sept. 20, 1986,pp. 78-79.
4°Testimony at Philadelphia forum on "Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks' , Sept. 20, 1986,p. 57.
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preventing wasteful spending at the Pentagon and other agencies.
NCBA urges that every effort be made to avoid cutbacks for pro-
grams serving the poor mid disadvantaged.

REPEAL GRAMM-RUDMAN-HOLLINGS AMENDMENT

Critics of the GRH amendment claim that it places a straight-
jacket on the government by imposing rigid deficit targets. .riore-
over, they argue that the GRH amendment can exacerbate an eco-
nomic downturn by forcing cuts at a time when "pump priming"
may be more appropriate.

Supporters of the GRH amendment claim that the automatic
spending reduction mechanism is necessary to have an effective en-
forcement procedure in place.

NCBA believes that Congress should vote cuts in programs on
the basis of budgetary considerations and the merits of the particu-
lar programs, rather than resorting to a ratification of across-the-
board reductions as under the GRH amendment. NCBA further be-
lieves that Congress should repeal the GRH amendment and
should establish realistic deficit target goals which are voted by the
Congress. Additionally, NCBA supports an enforcement mechanism
through either the appropriations or budgetary process.



CHAPTER IV: HOUSING ISSUES AFFECTING
OLDER BLACKS

I. INTRODUCTION
Our natira has articulated a goal of decent, safe and affordable

housii%; for Americans of all ages since Congressional passage of
the Housing Act of 1949. However, older Americans continue to be
among the most poorly housed groups in America today, especially
elderly Blacks and other low-income aged minorities.

An estimated 20 percent of elderly households reside in iaad-
equate or substandard housing. Housing is the most expensive
budget outlay for older Americans. Many elderly persons spend at
least one-third of their income for shelter, and a significant per-
centage spend substantially more especially low-income aged per-
sons who are unable to live in federally-assisted housing. In fact,
almost one-half of the elderly poor spend 45 percent or more of
their meager income for shelter.

A. HOUSING SITUATION FOR OLDER BLACKS

Housing is perhaps the most visible sign of deprivation among
older Blacks. Elderly Blacks, for example, are 31/2 times as likely to
be without plumbing for their exclusive use than older whites: 8.4
percent compared to 2.4 percent in 1980.

About three out of seven housing units occupied by aged Blacks
lacked central heating in 1980. Older Blacks are almost 2'/2 times
as likely to live in housing without central heating than aged
whites: 43.5 percent vs. 18.4 percent.

One out of every 14 aged Blacks lived in housing without a com-plete kitchen facility in 1980. Elderly Blacks are four times aslikely to reside in housing lacking a complete kitchen facility than
older Whites: 7.3 percent compared to 1.8 percent.

Aged Blacks are three times as likely as elderly Whites to have
no phone in their homes: 12.3 p"-cent vs. 4.1 percent in 1980.

The vast majority of housing occupied by older Blacks did not
have air conditioning in 1980. Aged Blacks are 1Y2 times as likely
as older Whites to live in a dwelling without air conditioning: 67.0
percent compared to 44.9 percent.

Today, thousands of older Blacks live in ramshackle, deteriorat-
ing or unfit housing. Many find themselves in an impossible hous-
ing situation. Their homes may 1.0e old, crumbling or deteriorating.
Yet, they lack the financial resources or skills to repair their dwell-
ings to make them more habitable.

The problem is further intensified by rising property taxes and
maintenance costs. The net impact is that older Blacks are fre-
quently trapped within their present unsuitable living arrange-
ments because appropriate and affordable housingsuch as au
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apartment, shared housing or other optionsare off,.n not avail-
able.

About one out of three elderly Blacks found their housing to be
unsuitable, according to a 198,. Louis Harris poll commissioned by
National Council on the Aging. Among all older Americans, one
out of eight persons 65 years old consider housing to be a serious
problem.

Most elderly families are homeowners. However, homeownership
is much more prevalent among aged Whites than older Blacks. In
1980, 57.8 percent of all households with an aged Black head were
owner occupied, and 42.2 percent were renters. This compares to
72.1 percent and 27.9 percent, respectively, for aged Whites.

B. UNAVAILABILITY OF SUITABLE HOUSING

As the elderly population grows, the demand for suitable housing
to meet their special physical and social needs will continue to in-
crease.

About one out of every nine Americans today is an older Ameri-
can. Demographers are now projecting that one out of five persons
in the United States will be 65 years or older by the year 2030, and
one out of three will be 55 or older. The "older-elderly"those per-
sons 85 years or olderwill be among the fastest growing age
group in our society. Their numbers are expected to triple between
now and 2020. This is significant because the older-elderly have
specialized housing needs that often vary from the conventional
living arrangements for most other Americans.

In fact, a recent University of Michigan study projected that
235,000 new elderly housing units need to be built to keep pace
with the anticipated demand. However, federally-assisted housing
construction has declined sharply in recent years.

Today, long waiting lists exist for elderly housing. One notewor-
thy example is that the waiting list for Section 202 housing for the
elderly and handicapped has averaged about 13 months in length.
Nearly one out of four applicants must wait five years or more
before a Section 202 unit becomes available.

Recently, more than a quarter of a million older Americans were
or the waiting list to move into Federally-assisted Section 202
housing. Only about 21 percent of the aged applicants, on the aver-
age, will move into the housing which they have sought.

This represents just the tip of the iceberg. Long waiting lists Ls°
exist for other federally-assisted housing programs. Many elderly
Blacks and other older Americans do not apply for housing assist-
ance because they do not believe that they have a realistic chance
to be considered, although they may want and need new housing
arrangements.

C. CUTBACKS IN HOUSING ASSISTANCE

The housing problem for aged Blacks and other low-income older
minorities has been intensified by the hefty reductions for federal-
ly-assisted housing programs in recent years. This has crimped the
supply of availa1 affordably and suitable houe.ng for elderly
Blacks and other older Americans.
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Housing starts have fallen off by 58 percent, for the Section 202
program, from 20,850 in fiscal year 1980 to 8,753 in 1985. Conven-
tional public housing starts have plummeted by 79 percent during
this same period, from 36,365 in 1980 to 7,714 in 1985. Aged Blacks
and other low-income elderly persons have been victimized by these
cuts because about two out of every five households living in public
housing is headed by an aged pe-son.

Rental expenses have also jumped for tenants living in Section 8
public housing. As cited previously, they can now be charged 30
percent of their family's monthly adjusted gross income for rent.

Despite the great need for housing for low-income aged Blacks
and other older Americans, only 13 percent of all elderly poor per-
sons resided in federally-assisted housing in 1984.

II. NCBA FORUMS AND HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
AGING HEARINGS

Witnesses at the NCBA forums and the House Select Committee
on Aging hearings provided much testimony abot.t the se: ousness
of the housing problem for older Blacks. Respected professionals,
such as former U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Secre-
tary Robert C. Weaver, gave incisive analyses. Elderly Blacks pro-
vided personal accounts about the daily trauma of living in unsuit-
able housing.

The message, thoughwhether it came from the mfessional or
the senior citizenwas the same. A housing crisis already exists
for aged Blacks. It is likely to deteriorate in the years ahead unless
policy changes are made.

A. HIGH COST OF HOUSING

Both senior citizens and professionals in the field of aging consid-
ered high costs to be at or near the top of the list of housing prob-
lems for aged Blacks. One former International Ladies Garment
Workers Union worker, Florence H. Rice, was forced to spend 71
percent of her meager income for rent. She told the panel members
who attended the Harlem forum:

I live on $307 a month, of which $217 of that goes into
rent.41

Ms. Judith Walker, Commissioner for the Chicago Department of
Human Services, emphasized that many low-income older persons
were forced to live in crime-infested neighborhoods because they
could not find affordable alternative housing. Ms. Walker ex-
plained:

Many of our seniors are in cities or in parts of the cities and
they're forced to live in these [areas] because there is no af-
fordable housing. And that isolation makes them more vulner-
able to crime than any other segment of our population.42

4 ' Testimony at Harlem forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks", Oct. 23,
1986, pp. 24-25.

42 Testimony at Chicago forum on "Crime Against Black Elderly", Aug. 18,1986, p. 29.
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B. INADEQUATE AND DILAPIDATED HOUSING

Samuel McCrae, Representative for the Quitman County Devel-
opment Corporation, told the House Select Committee on Agir4 at
the Memphis hearing that four out of five occupied housing units
were substandard in Marks, Mississippi, one of the poorest areas in
the United States. Many of these units were occupied by elderly
Blacks. Mr. McCrae said:

Quitman County, MS is listed by the U.S. House Select Com-
mittee on Hunger as one of the poorest areas in the Nation.
41.4 percent of th county is below the poverty level, 81.1 per-
cent of the Black inhabitants fall in this dilemma, 20.7 percent
officially are unemployed, 80 percent of all occupied housing is
substandard and is dilapidated.43

C. BUDGETARY CUTBACKS

Former HUD Secretary Robert C. Weaver stated that recent
budgetary cuts have aggravated the housing problems for older
Blacks. Dr. Weaver gave this sobering account:

The current situation may be described as follows: more
than one-quarter of American households today are unable to
secure adequate housing at affordable prices. Low-income
senior citizens are among the groups most adversely affected,
especially Black low-income senior citizens.

The principal cause of severity of housing problems among
the less affluent in general and the elderly less affluent in par-
tict.:ar has been the recent trend toward drastic reduction in
publicly-assisted housing.

This has occasioned a quantitative reduction of affordable
units as well as a qualitative decline in the . . . shelter with
special equipment designed to meet special needs. Homeless
people and "bag women" on the streets are an ever-present re-
minder of the housing crisis: their numerical increase is a
symptom of the severity of housing problems confronting the
poor.4 4

Mr. Weaver said that the prognosis was "bleak". He told the
House Select Committee on Aging:

Yet today, the gap between housing needs and housing as-
sistance remains enormous. Four-fifths of very low income
households receive no housing assistance, and it is estimated
that at least two-thirds of them face problems of physical inad-
equacy, crowding, or excessive costs. Some 6 million of the
poorest houa3holds receive income assistance from welfare but
this aid is rarely, if ever, sufficient to assure decent and afford-
able shelter to the recipients.45

43 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on In Home Services Issues Af-
fecting Older Americans", May 19, 1986, p. 35.

" Testimony at I. Ise Select Committee on Aging hearing on ''The Plight of the Black Elder-
ly: A Major Crisis in merica", Oct. 3,1986, pp. 29-30.

45 Testimony at House Select Committee on Aging hearing on ''The Pligh..A the Black Elder-
ly: A Major Crisis in America", Oct. 3,1986, p. 30.
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Assemblyman Roger L. Green told the Brooklyn forum that some
public housing projects had 18-year waiting lists in the district that
he represented. He also emphasized that shifting budget priorities
and cutbacks had worsened a housing crisis in New York City for
low-income seniors. Assemblyman Green said.

Today we find increasingly that human resources that
should be directed toward the upliftment of human beings
within our communities are increasingly being targeted to the
military budget. In my district, we have an 18-year waiting list
for public housing. This has a dramatic impact on the lack of
housing afforded elderly within my district.

The increased displacement as a result of gentrification
within my district and in other areas of this state has increas-
ingly forced seniors into a predicament in which they no
longer have decent and affordable housing.

Nevertheless, we find that we have a national administra-
tion that would attk.mpt to build silos for housing missiles as
oppose to housing for those who indeed need such as our sen-
iors.4 6

Geneva Black, director of the Ha ddington Older Adult Center in
Philadelphia, said that rent increases and other rising housing
costs were playing havoc with the elderly's limited budget. She ex-
plained:

Most of our elderly, again, are living on an income of 380 to
400 dollars a month, and they can no longer afford to live in
their own homeshomes that they have struggled and pur-
chased over the years. And that is because of the high utility
bills, which is some cases, during the winter months, exceed
the monthly income. Therefore, they seek a living arrange-
ment comparable to their needs, supplemental rental units,
Section 8.

And now the rent has increased from 25 percent of tenants'
income to 30 percent. With 30 percent of their income being
paid towards rent, and increasing utilLy bills, there are many
cases where the rent and utilities are exceeding the monthly
income.4 7

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Large numbers of older Blacks are discovering today that they
are in a practically impossible housing situation. Rising property
taxes and maintenance costs may make it difficult for elderly per-
sons to remain in their homes. Some are physically unable to do
the work necessary to maintain a home.

Many older Americans already live in dilapidated housing, espe-
cially aged Blacks. Housing problems are further intensified for
olcl.er Blacks, in large part because they a---e three times as likely to
be poor as aged Whites.

48 Testimony at Brooklyn forum on "Income and Employment Needs of Older Blacks , Sept.12, 1986, pp. 53-54.
47 Testimony at Philadelphia forum on "Budget Issues Affecting Older Blacks' , Sept. 20, 1986,p. 69.
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HOUSING GOALS

Delegates at the 1981 White House Conference on Aging made a
stirring call for improved housing for older Americans. One of the
top prority goals was the provision of 200,000 additional housing
units for older Americans per year. A University of Michigan study
has projected a similar need (an additional 235,000 units annually).

Our nation should set a goal of at least 200,000 additional hous-
ing units per year of older Americans. The public, private for-
profit, and voluntary sectors should work cooperatively to imple-
ment this goal. At the federal level, there should be an appropriate
mix of public housing, Section 8 assistance, Section 202 housing for
the elderly and handicapped, and Farmers Home Administration
programs to respond to the many and varied housing needs of aged
Blacks and other older Americans.

It is crucial that the Section 202 and Section 8 rental assistance
programs work in tandem because many elderly Blacks simply
cannot afford to pay the rent without the Section 8 subsidy.

CONGREGATE HOUSING SERVICES

Housing must be more than just bricks and mortar. Quite fre-
quently, shelter must be combined with services to assist older per-
sons to continue to live independently in their own homes. Con-
gress recognizes this clear-cut need in 1978 when it authorized
funding on a long term basis for congregate housing services.

The congregate housing services program should continue as an
ongoing program, and its budget should be increased. It should also
be a cornerstone in our nation's housing strategy to improve the
quality of life for "at risk" older persons who could wind up in a
nursing home at a significantly higher public expense. Some ex-
perts project that 15 to 40 percent of all nursing home residents do
not need full institutional care, but simply require basic social
services such as meals, housekeeping, or personal care assistance.

Congregate housing services are not only humane but also make
sense economically for our na ion and older persons. Funds foi con-
gregate scrvices activities, for example, can provide a substantial
financial dividend by preventing unnecessary or premature institu-
tionalization.

ALTERNATIVE HOUSING ARRANGEM:INTS

As persons age, their need for alternative housing arrangements
also increases. However, suitable alternatives are frequently not
available to meet the elderly's shelter needs. Several options have
already been te&ed and have proved to be successful. These include
shared housing, accessory apartments, and ECHO (Elder Housing
Cottage Opportunity) housing.

NCBA supports the development of alternative housing arrange-
ments to meet the varied needs of elderly persons. Additionally,
the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) should
undertake demonstrations to test out other promising approaches.
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PROMOTING MINORITY SPONSORSHIP

The sponsoring organization undoubtedly has a significant influ-
ence upon the racial composition of the residents of federally-assist-
ed housing projects, such as Section 202 housing for the elderly and
handicapped. Minority sponsors tend to locate project sites in areas
where higher concentrations of aged minorities live. This makes it
easier for elderly minorities to make an application to become a
tenant.

The Department of HUD should promote increased minority
sponsorship of Section 202 housing projects and other programs as
well. Technical assistance, for example, can be helpful for minority
applicants to meet the necessary requirements to pass muster to
qualify for Section 202 loans.

PROMOTING EQUAL ACCESS To HOUSING

Civil Tights statutes now prohibit discrimination in housing be-
cause of race, sex, religion, or age. However, discrimination still
exists.

NCBA reemphasizes that existing laws prohibiting housing dis-
crimination should be fully and vigorously enforced.

CONCERN ABOUT VOUCHERS

NCBA is concerned about the voucher approach to improving
housing conditions for olde- Americans. This systems provides
money directly to persons to help pay for their housing in the open
market.

NCBA fears that this approach may simply become a subsidy for
inadequate housing without improving the supply of quality hous-
ing for the elderly poor. Aged backs may be the big losers if a
voucher system should replace future commitments to build Sec-
tion 202 and other housing for the elderly.

The supply of rental housing for older Am2ricans is already lim-
ited. Low-income older Blacks are especially hard hit by our na-
tion's failure to develop affordable and pleasant apartment units,
since they are much more likely to be renters than elderly Whites.

A voucher systemwhich simply makes money available for an
already inadequate number of quality housing unitswill not in-
crease the supply. Instead, it will increase demand, which almost
assuredly will drive up the present high housing costs in most
urban areas of our nation.

REPEAL 30-PERCENT CAP ON RENTS

Tenants in federally-assisted housin .rojects can be charged
rent equal to 30 percent of the family's; monthly adjusted gross
income. In 1986, the cap was fixed at 25 percent. Thus, the increase
in the rent ceiling from 25 to 30 percent of adjusted gross income
can produce a 20-percent rent hike for low-income tenants residing
in public or Section 8 housing.

This can impose a financial hardship for aged persons struggling
on limited income because of the unique and additional household
expenses that are directly related to old age. Congress should
reduce the cap on rents for public housing and Section 8 +e.nants
from 30 percent to 25 percent of an elderly family's monthly ad-
justed gross income.

4



CHAPTER V: IMPACT OF CRIME UPON OLDER
BLACKS

I. INTRODUCTION

Crime has had a chilling and frightening impact on the lives of
Americans, whether they live in cities, suburbs, or rural areas.
Nearly one-half (45 percent) of all Americans feel unsafe walking
alone at night in their neighborhoods, according to a 1983 Gallup
poll. About three out of four (76 percent) women have this fear.

Most people in the U.S. believe that crime is becoming an even
more serious problem. Recent Gallup and Harris polls confirm this
finding. In fact, 68 percent of Americans believe that crime is on
the upswing, compared to 48 percent in 1978,

Crime has not only changed the fabric of our lifestyles. It has
also seriously eroded confidence in our criminal justice system.
Fear and distrust have become widespread because crime is now sc
prevalent in our society. Crime has struck at the very heart of our
government by undermining respect for fundamental institutions.

A. CRIME IN THE UNITED STATES

The figures are shocking. Today, the United States has the high-
est crime rate, by far, among industrialized democracies. It is 20
times higher than the rate in Great Britian and 100 times the rate
existing in Japan.

About one out of every four (26 percent) households in America-
22.8 million in .11was victimized by crime in one form or another
in 1984. Nearly 6 million individuals-3.2 percent of all Ameri-
canswere victims of violent crime (rape, robbery and assault).
Black males are more than six times as likely to be murdered than
White males. They have a 1 in 21 chance of being murdered during
their lifetimes, compared to 1 in 131 for White males.

Crime exacts a heavy toll on our societysocially, phychnlogical-
ly, and economically. Victims suffered losses totaling $1G../ billion
in 1981 from: (1) personal crimes of violence and theft and (2)
household crimes of burglary, larceny and motor vehicle theft.
Almost three-fourths of this costabout $8.1 billionwas attrib-
uted to household crimes.

Despite the gravity of the situation, the vast majority of crime is
not reported in our society. Only about one of every three crimes is
reported to the police. Almost t,:.e-half of all violent crimes are re-
ported, but only one-fourth of personal crimes and one-third of
household crimes are ever reported.

Most felony arrests do not go to trial. Anywhere from one-third
to more than one-half of all felony arrests are rejected at screening
by the prosecutor or dismissed. More than half of the rejections at
screening are because of evidence-related deficiencies or witness
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problems. Approximately 45 out of every 100 felony arrests produce
a guilty plea from the offender.

B. VICTIMIZATION AMONG AGED BLACKS AND OTHER OLDER
AMERICANS

Persons 65 or older are much less likely to be victims of crime
than other age groups, particulary teenagers and persons in their
early 20's.

1983 VICTIMIZATION RATE PER 1,000 PERSONS OR HOUSEHOLDS

Ate Perscnal
mime Ones theft H casekkl

12-15 51 125 395
16-19 65 119 NA
20-24 60 119 256
25-34 42 88 NA
35-49 20 73 217
50-64 9 44 146
65+ 6 23 95

HAHat Avibbte

Scarce "Crime ucd htsta let 1985: US. Deptment d Justice. Suttstcs, 14y 1986. p. 4.

These figures, though, are extremely misleading if viewed in iso-
lation. There are three primary reasons that crime is a more seri-
ous problem for the elderly than the raw figures suggest.

First, a substantial amount of crime is never reported because
older America,,... fear retaliation. Consequently, the reported vic-
timization rates are deceptively low. Many victims are also silent
because they have grave doubts that their hssailants will ever be
prosecuted, convicted, and imprisoned.

Similarly, witnesses are also reluctant to cooperate with the
criminal justice system because of the fear of reprisals or lack of
confidence in our law enforcement system.

Elaine Hirsch, Director of the Advocacy Division for the Illinois
Attorney General, may have summed it up best when she said:

. . . At the federal level they sawn to be telling us that crimes
against the elderly is not a severe problem and that everything
possible has already been done to combat it. As usual, we find
the federal government makes its case with statistics. They
have very little relation to this problem.

The truth is that the problem of crimes against tile elderly is
complicated by the factors that the administration ignores.
These factors make available statistics meaningless. The truth
is that crimes against the elderly are underreported and un-
derinvestigated, and that as a result elderly crime victims are
clearly undfm-serviced.

The system and the statistics have failed to take the human
factor into account. For very human reasons, such as insecuri-
ty, frailty and fear, the elderly are more vulnerable to crime,
more devastated by it, and much less likely to report it.

The truth that we must face is that the elderly victim of
crime is victimized at first by the offender and then by the

47,
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system. And the really disturbing truth is there is at present a
very serious failure of justice.48

Second, the aged tend to be victimized less because large num-
bers live under a form of house arrest. This solution may provide
more security for the elderly, but it also cause them to be impris-
oned in their homes, cut off from their family, friends and vital
services. It has changed the whole fabric of their lives.

Third, no statistics can accurately depict the personal trauma
and fear of being victimized. The impact for the aged is likely to be
more lasting and traumatizing. A bruised and beaten elderly victim
usually takes much longer to heal than a younger victim. A theft
of $50 from an aged Black will probably cause hardship because he
or she is much more likely to live in poverty than a younger
victim.

Older Blacks are far more likely to be victimized by crime than
aged Whites. The following summary provides a comparison of the
victimization rates.

Murder.Elderly non-Whites (largely older Blacks) are more
than 5 times as likely to be murder victims than Whites 65 or
older. In 1984, the murder victimization rate was 15.83 per 100,000
aged non-Whites compared to 3.06 per 100,000 Whites 65 or older.
(Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department of Jus-
tice.)

Robbery.Aged non-White males (primarily Blacks) are 2.7 times
more likely to be robbery victims than older White males. The rob-
bery victimization rate was 779 for every 100,000 elderly non-White
males, in comparison to 290 per 100,000 White males 65 or older in
1984. The robbery victimization rate was 4.6 times as great for non -
White females 65 or older than aged White females: 730 per
100,000 older nonwhite (predominantly Black) females versus 160
per 100,000 for White females.

Assaults.Elderly non-White males (predominantly older Blacks)
had an assault victimization rate 1.5 times that for White males 65
or older: 603 per 100,000 population in 1984 vs. 402 per 100,000 pop-
ulation. However, the assault victimization rate was more than
twice as great for White females than non-White (primarily Black)
females: 220 per 100,000 aged White females compared to 90 per
100,000 non-White females 65 or older.

Personal larceny with bodily contact.The victimization rate for
personal larceny with bodily contact for aged Black males and
other non-White males was 3.8 times greater than for elderly
White males: 448 per 100,000 population compared to 119 per
100,000 population. The rate was nearly twice as great for ilea-
White females (660 per 100,000 population) than for White females
(360 per 100,000).

4 Testimony presented at Chicago forum on 'Crime Against Black Elderly". Aug 18, 1986,
pp. 13-14.
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CRIMINAL VICTIMIZATION RATE (PER 100,000 POPULATION) FOR 010a; AMERICANS IN 1984

W0* MMt a nd Iuo
rfaouthediner ficts WMe

Robbety_________________ --- 719 290 730 160
Assaults_ 603 402 90 220--....
Pesonat larceny Kith Oxitact_. 448 119 660 360...... _____----

Soutt "Scurootca on Airaivi Woe 2alidim-1984: 84.fuo d Rival Statdo. US. DePoafrorn d ;ea. Jp, 298-299,

IL THE CHICAGO FORUM

Widespread fear, apathy, and powerlessness exist among aged
Blacks and other older Americ ns who now live in high-crime
areas. In far too many cases, they attempt to retreat to the sanctu-
aries of their own homes. But, they frequently find that their own
homes are not secure from burglars, vandals, or other criminal as-
sailants. Criminals find older Americans to be tempting prey be-
cause they are generally slower-moving and less able to resist
attack than younger persons.

A. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN CRIME GAINS THE UPPER HAND?

Elderly Blacks in federally-assisted housing projects have told
NCBA staff in moving terms what happens when crime gains the
upper hand. They have described very graphically what it means to
be mugged, beaten, and abused. Their whole living environment
and life style are affected. Doe+ors may decline to enter the project
when they are sick. Drug stores, grocery stores, and department
stores refuse to make deliveries. Taxicabs do not respond to calls
from project tenants.

small neighborhood stores board up and go out of business. The
walk to buy food and other everyday necessities becomes longer
and more dangerous. Friends and neighbors may call on the phone,
but they do not visit. Vandals constantly break elevators, forcing
long climbs up dark stairways that are ideal hiding places for as-
sailants.

B. ACCOUNTS OF ELDERLY BLACK VICTIMS

These points were all made powerfully and eloquently at the Chi-
cago forum. Laurette Dawkins, an elderly victim, described the
steps that she takes to minimize the likelihood of being victimized:

. . . I have four locks on my front door, fc it locks on my back
door, one alarm on the front door, one alarm on the back door,
gates to the front, gates to the back, gates to the windows. Now
when I go in my apartment I have all of this to unlock. Then
when I shut the door it sounds like I've shut myself in prison.
You hear the clanging of the gates and the locks. Well, I feel
I'm halfway safe, but they tell me locks are not made for
criminals. I can't go to church. I can't come out of the building
at night by myself. I can't come back from church at night by
myself. I have no one else to travel with. You're afraid to get
on the buses at a$ght because you have the derelicts on the
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bus, the dope addicts on the bus, and you don't know what
they're up to. You're just frightened."

Ms. Dawkins added:
. . . What crime prevention techniques do you use to protect
yourself and your family? I use locks. I have bars. We uoe a
safety deposit box at the bank and pray.5°

Georgia. Day attended the Chicago hearing with a lame arm be-
cause she had been struck the previous Thursday when an assail-
ant attempted to snatch her pocketbook. The aftermath f-om this
episode was minor, however, when compared to the grief suffered
by Mrs. Day after her husband and son had been homicide victims
earlier. She gave this moving account:

. . . the boy that killed my son was already indicted on sus-
picion of murder. So, he got a murder, and only thirty-five
years for my boy's life. You see, these things make you wonder.
It takes the stability away from a senior citizen when you are
trying to do things. It throws you off guard. I'm just now begin-
ning to come back to myself. With the love of the people, some
of the people in the neighborhood, and Mr. Ahrens and his
staff, I'm finding my way back, but it's a hard, hard journey.
Everybody wants to say you're senile, or you're this or you're
that, but nobody knows, with two violent deaths in your life,
how you can walk. And I'm seventy-six.51

Rebecca McGlothin, the American Association of Petired Per-
sons' Criminal Justice Services Liaison for the City of Chicago, re-
butted the notion that crime is not as serious a problem for older
Americans as it is for younger Americans. She said:

. . . In addition to violent crimes, older persons are the fa-
vorite and, hence, principal victims of crimes such as criminal
fraud, strong-arm robbery, purse snatching. theft of checks
from mail boxes, vandalism and har _ssing teL phone calls. For
this reason, Mr. Congressman, and because crime has a unique
exaggerated effect on the lifestyle and emotional well-being of
older victims, cr me has consistently been cited by the older
Americans of all races and income levels as being one of their
major concerns.5 2

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Aged Blacks and her older Americans are frequently more seri-
ously victimized by crime because of their limited income and phys-
ical condition. Fear of victimization can greatly change the lifestyle
of the elderly, especially those living in crime infested areas. Yet,
several positive actions can be takenand quite often at low or

45 Testimony presented at Chicago forum on "Crime Against Black Elderly", Aug. 18,1986, pp.
132-133.

s° Testimony presented at Chicago forum on "Crime Against Black Elderly", Aug. 18, 1986, p.
94.

Testimony presented at Chicago forum on 'Crime Against Black elderly", Aug. 18. 1986, pp.
68-69.

52 Testimony presented at Chicago forum on "Crime Against B! .ck Elderly", Aug. 18, 1986,
pp. 1-2 of written statement.
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minimal costto prevent crime and alleviate the fears of olde..
Americans. NCBA recommends the following actions be taken:

STRONG HANDGUN CONTROL LAWS

A strong handgun .ontrol law should be enacted as soon as possi-
ble to keep dangerous weapons out of the hands of criminals and
other potentially dangerous persons. Most western democracies
have stringent laws to limit the possession of handguns. These
measures have proved to be effective deterrents to murder by fire-
arms because their criminal homicide victimization rates are nor-
mally substantially below those of the United States.

EMPHASIS ON CRIME PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

Our nation's efforts to combat crime should focus on preventive
techniques. Several metho.s have already been tested, and the re-
sults have generally been positive. The key is to educate the public
about effective crime prevention techniques, such as security
checks, escort services, neighborhood catches, and the installation
of security devices.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IS INDISPENSABLE FOR CRIME PREVENTION

The involvement of people in the local community is an indispen-
sable element in combating crime. Police departments can assist by
training people concerning effective steps to reduce the likelihood
of being victimized. Police can also help organize community
groups to conduct community watches and encourage people to
report crimes. Without community encouragement, many older
Blacks- and others may not know how to effectively resist crime in
their neighborhoods.

AGED INVOLVEMENT IN PLEA BARGANING

Elderly victims should bve involved when the criminal justice
system engages in plea bargaining negotiations with alleged crimi-
nals. Every effort should be made to assure the victim that plea
bargaining arrangements will be negotiated only in cases when the
criminal assailant is not expected to commit another crime. Today,
many elderly Blacks and other Americans view the plea bargaining
process with suspicion and deep concern. In large part, this is be-
cause a criminal assailant may soon be out on the street after more
serious charges are dropped for a guilty plea to a lesser offense.

STIFFER SENTENCES FOR CRIMINAL OFFENDERS

Federal and State criminal courts should impose stiffer sentences
for assailants who victimize older Americans. This can be a tool to
help deter crimes against elderly persons. Moreover, more aged
Blacks and other older Americans will quite likely be more willing
to cooperate with the criminal justice system if they believe that
their offenders will be imprisoned and not out on the streets again
to retaliate against them after a slight slap on the wrist by authori-
ties.

r. 7 0
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REDUCE RECIDIVISM

Our prison system needs a major overhaul to prevent recidivism
among inmates who are later released. Two major objectives of im-
prisonment are to (1) deter crime and (2) rehabilitate the offender.
Unfortunately, our prison system fails to achieve both objectives.
Many inmates are soon practing their criminal acts after they have
completed their prison terms. Kathryn Anderson, past President of
the Chicago Metro Seniors in Action, summed it up well when she
said:

Stop recidivism by having more humane conditions in our
jails and prisons. Have a trade taught that can re used on the
outside, and also teach prisoners how to read. Statistics show
that sixty percent of the prisoners are functionally illiterate.
And have more halfway houses when they are released. Many
of them return because they go back to the same environment,
cannot find a job because of their background, and having no
alternative, return to dope in their frustration and to crime to
support their habit.53

CONTROL VIOLENCE ON TELEVISION

Violence on television should be limited. Most Americans spend
a good portion of their day watching televison. Much of their view-
ing time is saturated with acts of murder and other forms of vio-
lence. This is also true for movies. Respected researchers have con-
cluded that there is a connection between the high degree of vio-
lence in the United States and the constant repetition of violent
acts in the movies and television. Senior citizens and organizations
that represent them should establish a dialogue with film produc-
ers and television executives to reduce the emphasis on violence in
both movies and television.

" Testimony presented to Chicago forum on Crane Against Black Elderly'', Aug. 18, 1986, p.
129.
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CHAPTER VI: SERVICE NEEDS OF OLDER BLACKS

I. INTRODUCTION

Income alone cannot solve all the problems confronting elderly
Blacks and other low-income older Americans. An effective services
strategy is also necessary to complement a comprehensive and
soundly conceived national retirement income policy because many
of the aged's basic problems transcend economic considerations. .

One notable example is transportation. It may pose a dilemma
for the more affluent elderly as well as the aged poor, especially
those who neither drive automobiles nor own cars. Elderly persons
-.vho have transportation at their disposal find it much easier to
cope with challenges related to advancing age. But "without
wheels", the daily living experience can become a form of tmpi is-
onment. Routine tasks for most Americanssuch as shopping, vis-
iting friends, or going to the doctorcan become major problems
for aged individuals without a car or suitable public transportation.
Unfortunately today, far too many older Americans live under a
form of "house arrest" because public transportation is often un-
available, inaccessible, or too expensive.

Congress enacted the Older Americans Act in 1965 to deliver a
wide range of services for the aged. During the past two decades,
the Older Americans Act has evolved to the point where it is now a
primary source for delivering a wide range of services to elderly
persons, either directly or by leveraging funds from other pro-
grams. These services include home health care, homemaker serv-
ices, transportation, out lath, information and referral, congregate
meals, and home delivered meals.

Other programssuch as the Social Services Block Grant, Com-
munity Services Block Grant, and Congregate Housing Services
also provide services for Older Americans. However, the Older
Americans Act has emerged as the focal point for responding to the
services needs of individuals 60 or older. Consequently, this chapter
will focus more attention on the Older Americans Act in respond-
ing to the service needs of elderly Blacks. This becomes all the
more important because Congress must decide whether the Older
Americans Act should be renewed in 1987.

A. UNDERSERVED IN OLDER AMERICANS ACT PROGRAMS

Researchers have generally agreed that older minorities have a
greater need for services than aged Whites. In large part, this is
because elderly Blacks and other minorities are normally about
two to three times as likelb to live in poverty as aged Whites. Ear-
lier equity studies conducted for the Administration cn Aging
(AoA) during the late 1970's concluded that the need for services
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among aged minorities is 2 to 31/2 times as great as for the non-
minority elderly.

Despite the serious problems ountered by aged Blacks and
other elderly minorities, they continue to be underserved in Older
Americans Act services programs when measured against their
need for services. This point has been made emphatically in AoA
funded equity studies and the 1982 Civil Rights Commission report.

Moreover, the situation seems to be deteriorating rather than im-
proving. In fact, the minority participation rate for the Older
Americans Act Title III-B Supportive Services program has
dropped nearly one-fourth (24.7 percent) during this decade, from
21.9 percent in FY 1980 to 16.5 percent in FY 1985. Since FY 1980,
the minority participation rate has declined every year except for
1982, when it remained unchanged. The 1985 participation rate
represents an all-time low for the 1980's.

A similar pattern exists for the Title III-C Nutrition Program for
the Elderly. The minority participation rate has fallen every year
since FY 1980, except for 1983. Overall, the minority participation
rate has dipped by 13.7 percent, from a high of 19.0 percent in FY
1980 to a low of 16.4 percent in FY 1985.

MINORITY PARTICIPATION IN TITLE III SUPPORTIVE AND NUTRITION SEINICES

Fiscal year Total Maladies Percent
rrinonte

Supportive services:

1980 9,336,993 2,047,007 21.9

081 8,885,747 1,607,229 18.1

1982 9,160,079 1,653,980 18.1

1983. 9,171,609 1,625,390 17.7

1984 9,126,122 1,597,589 17.5

1985 9,331,154 1,535,112 16 5
Nutrition services:

1980 3,083,454 585,84 19.0
1981 3,400,952 644,203 18.9

1982 3,355,778 603,996 18.0

...... ........................ 3,759,222 705,258 188
1984 3,530,288 610,052 173
1985. 3,630,177 595,619 16.4

Note; 1980 figures refer to partopatKa for moved area plans.

Scorce knunrstratcn on Agag, US. Department of Health and Harlan Services.

Nearly 300,000 fewer aged Black received Title III-B Supportive
Services in FY 1985 than in FY 1980-1,000,000 (rounded to the
nearest thousand) in 1985 compared to 1,298,000 (rounded to the
nearest thousand) in 1981. The elderly Black participatio- rate fell
by 23.0 percent during this period, from a high of 13.9 percent in
FY 1980 to a low of 10.7 percent in FY 1985. During the past
decade, the aged Black participation rate fell every year with the
exception of 1983 when it rose slightly.

The older Black participation rate for the Nutrition Program for
the Elderly dipped by 9.8 percent during this decade, from 11.2 per-
cent in FY 1980 to 10.1 percent in FY 1985. This, too, represents
the lowest participation rate during the 1980's.

13
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AGED BLACK PARTICIPATION IN TITLE III SUPPORTIVE AND NUTRITION SERVICES

Support sakes tiutotico serakes
Fiscalyear

Aged dada Percent aged
texts Aged Kris

Per aged
texts

1980 1.297,767 13.9 346,487 11.2
1981. 1,052,762 11.8 378,782 11.1
1982 1,049,617 11.5 345,593 10.3

1,074,810 11.7 376,518 10 0
1984 1,034,958 113 380,297 10.7
1985 1,000,302 10.7 366,697 10.1

Note 1980 rims refer to patapbso fa ;coved km
Secrets AkeiristraCco en Aging. US. Department of Ktatt and Hter Swims

B. WHY ARE AGED BLACKS AND OLDER MINORITIES UNDERSERVED?

Why have aged Blacks and older minorities been anderserved
under the Older Americans Act, especially wrien measured against
their need for services? There is no simple arrAver to this nreplex-
ing question.

Betty Kozasa, Associate Executive "Erector for the Volunteer
Center of Los Angeles and Chairperson for the Advisory Council
for the National Pacific/Asian Resource Center on Aging, summa-
rized earlier research on this subject at the Los Angeles forum.

She said:
One of the most fundamental issues for the reauthorization

of the Older Americans Act is to assure that aged minorities
are more equitably served. The 1982 Civil Rights Commission
report plus earlier equity studies of the Administration on
Aging (AoA) have made three key points:
1. Older minorities have a greater need for services than

Whites, typically 2 to 31/2 times as great as for the non-mi-
nority elderly.

.2. Aged minorities have not been served under the Older
Americans Act according to their needs.

3. Elderly minorities have been inequitably served under the
Older Americans Act.54

Research, government studies, Congressional hearings, and
NCBA forums have documented sev.,ral reasons why aged Blacks
and other low-income elderly minorities have not been served ade-
quately by Older Americans Act and services programs.

These include:
A Ted minorities frequently feel that Older Americans Act pro-

grams were not responsive to their needs and priorities.
Elderly Blacks and other older minorities are often under-rep-

resented or not represented at all on advisory councils for the
service delivery planning process.

Senior centers may be located in areas which are inconvenient
or inaccessible for aged minorities.

54 Prepared Statement of Betty Kozasa at Los Angeles forum on "Service Needs of Older
Blacks", Sept. 19, 1986, p. 1.
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Transportation can be a serious problem for obtaining neces-
sary services, especially for low-income seniors without an
automobile.

The fear of crime may deter elderly Blacks and other low-
income minorities from venturing out in public to receive nec-
essary services.

Nutrition sites may not provide cultural, appropriate meals.
Publicity about services programs tends to be limited, especial-

ly in languages other than English.
Area Agencies on Aging do not generally conduct vigorous out-

reach efforts to locate more older minorities, according to the
Civil Rights Commission -eport.

The aging network has no been diligent in monitoring partici-
pation by elderly minoritic., according to the 1982 Civil Rights
Commission report.

Efforts to promote "volunteer" contributions at nutrition sites,
especially if they are pursued in an overly aggressive fashion,
can inhibit aged Blacks and other low-income minorities from
participating fully. Steps are supposed to be taken to insare
that no 9ne is humiliated. Hiwever, proud low-incomt: seniors
may be deeply embarrassed if they are unable to contribute
when they know that others at the nutrition site are paying
partially or fully for their meals.

The list of re:.Jons could go on and on. The point, though, is that
several factors account for the low and declining participation
rates for aged Blacks and other elderly minorities in recent years.

II. THE LOS ANGELES FORUM

Congressman George W. Crockett, Jr. (D--MI) chaired the Los An-
geles forum. He quickly put the forum's focus in proper perspective
in his opening statement:

. . . Despite the fact that there are more older Americans now
than there were in 1980, there are fewer Black seniors who are
receiving meals, and nearly one-quarter fewer older Blacks are
now getting supportive services such as adult day care and
home health care. We need to figure out why, and we need to
ask ourselves how we go about correcting this problem.55

A. PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF AGING

Administrative personnel and professionals in the field of aging
generally reaffirmed the findings from earlier studies concerning
the need to bolster minority participation in Older Americans Act
programs. They also focused on special reasons which were applica-
ble to California. One such example is the application of the intra-
state funding formula in California, which Paula Smith, Assistant
General Manager for the Los Angeles Area Agency on Aging, al-
luded to in her prepared statement:

The State of California, as it allocates the Older Americans
Act funds to the City of Los Angeles and the rest of the state,

"Opening statement at Los Angeles forum on "Service Needs of Older Blacks", Sept 19,
1986, p. 6.
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utilizes an intrastate funding formula based uion population
and weighted also by characteristics of "greatest economic and
social need" but restricted in impact because of provisions in
the state law (Section 9315 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code) which does not allow allocation of funding according to
the formula itself. These provisions add factors to the formula
that tend to favor non-urban areas, thereby reducing funds to
urban areas, such as the City of Los Angeles. By diluting the
federal "targeting" requirement, the State of California severe-
ly hampers local efforts to enhance and increase service deliv
ery to minority seniors, including the Black aged.56

In subsequent questioning, she later explained that a "hold
harmless" (prevent a reduction in funding) clause fer certain com-
munities caused funds to be reduced for urban areas. This, in turn,
limited available money to provide more services for aged Blacks
and other minorities.

Josephine Whitfield, Program Director for the Watts Labor Com-
munity Action Committee, emphasized that suggested donations
can drive away aged Blacks and other low-income elderly persons
from services sites. She gave this example:

The suggested donation currently is $0.75 or more for nutri-
tion; $0.50 for one-way transportation; and $0.25 for other sup-

ortive services. It is a known fact that Blacks are the poorest
of the minority older persons, yet we are forced to expect the
same suggested donation from them as from others. This,
therefore, restricts some Black older persons &Gra participatng
in these services . . . So this means, if they don't have the
money for the suggested donation, they elect not to participate
in the programs.57

Ms. Whitfield also noted that rising insurance and other operat-
ing costs have inhibited the ability of program administrators to
&liver needed services to older persons.

B. NATIONAL AGING ORGANIZATIONS AND OLDER CONSUMERS

Older consumers and representatives from national aging organi-
zations contributed to the solid testimony presented at the Los An-
geles forum. Mary Shields, a volunteer Tax-Aide Coordinator for
the American Association of Retired Persons, pointed out that the
minority contractors were frequently underrepresented in Older
Americans Act programs. She gave this assessment:

Two other interesting points emerged from the Commission
report. The first was that minority firms were usually underre-
presented in receiving Title III (supportive services/nutridon)
awards despite their unique services and positive track records
on capacity to deliver quality services. Second, minorities were
underrepresented in employment within the aging network
and frequently were hired in lower status and low-paying jobs.
Area Agencies on Aging typically did not have a formal re-

"Prepared state, it by Paula Smith at Los Angeles forum on "Service Needs of Older
Blacks", Sept. 19, 1986, p. 3.

57 oreparod statement by Josephine Whitfield at Los Angeles :,rum on "Service Needs ofOlder Blacks", Sept. 19, 1986, p. 1.
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cruitment process to increase employment opportunities for
minority individuals.5 b

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Older Americans Act continues to be the primary source for
funding supportive services for persons 60 or older. In FY 1985, 9.3
million older Americans received a wide range of Title III-B sup-
portive services. These servicessuch as homemaker or home
healthhave enabled aged persons to continue t > live independent-
ly in their communities rather than being placed prematurely in a
nursing home at a much higher public cost.

Nearly 215 million nutritious meals were se-ved to elderly per-
sons in 1985 under the Older Americans Act, including 154 million
in group settings and 61 million home-delivered meals. Quite often,
this program provides the only nutritious meal that the elderly
w11 receive on a particular day. The congregate meals programs
has }..ieri especially helpful for lonely shut-ins by enabling them to
meet and talk with others.

Howev, r, a clear need exists to serve aged Blacks and other mi-
norities more effectively. NCBA considers equitable treatment for
elderly Blacks and ether aged minorities to be the single most im-
portant issue for the reauthorization of the older Americans Act.

ENFORCEMENT OF EXISTING PROVISIONS FOR OLDER MINORITIES

Congress enacted a number of provisions in the 1984 Amend-
ments to improve minority participation in Older Americans Act
services programs. One example is a measure to clarify that low-
income minorities are a Priority group for receiving services. In ad-
dition, AoA is required to consult with national minority organiza-
tioi s in developing training packages and providing technical as-
sistance to help state and Area Agencies on Aging delher services
to the elderly with the greatest needs.

These provisions are constructive steps to improve minority par-
ticipation in Older Americans Act programs. AoA must effectively
monitor these measures to insure that they are properly imple-
mented.

SERVED ON BASIS OF NEED FOR SERVICES

The 1984 Older Americans Act Amendments emphasized that
low income aged minorities are a priority gi Rip for receiving serv-
ices. NCBA believes that it is necessary now to go one step fur-
therby stating affirmatively that elderly minorities should be
served on the basis of their social or physical need for services.

ADVISORY COUNCIIS

NCBA also favors new statutory language to promote the ap-
pointment of minorities on advisory committees and other units of
Area Agencies on Aging and state offices on aging. These panels
can be influential in determining what types of services will be of-

Sn Prepared statement by Mary Shields at Los Angeles forum on 'Service Needs of Olthir
Blacks", Sept. 19, 1986, p. 2.



fered and where they will be located. These decisions are often crit-
ical in deciding who is served ender the Older Americans Act and
how well they are served.

PROMOTE EMPLOYMENT, GRANT, AND CONTRACT OPPORTUNITIES

Affirmative steps ere also needed to promote employment, train-
ing, and contract opportunities for minorities in the field of aging.
The 1982 Civil Rights Commission report found that minorities
have not participated fully under the Older Americans Act. When
minorities have participated, the typically have been in a lower-
level capacity.

Statutory language is necessary to state clearly that federal,
state and local offices on aging should establish appropriate tar-
gets, goals, and timetables for increasing on-the-job training, em-
ployment, grant, and contract opportunities for minority individ-
uals and business enterprises.

AoA should develop suitable regulations, guidelines, and pro-
gram instructions to implement these recommendations. In addi-
tion, relevant data should be collected concerning: (1) employment
and training positions for minorities at state and local offices on
aging and AoA; (2) service contracts and grants for minority enter-
prises under the Older Americans Act, and (3) minority participa-
tion in services programs. The'-e efforts can heighten awareness
about the problems and challenges facing older minorities. In addi-
tion, they can lead to greater participation by today's and tomor-
row's minority aged in all Older Americans Act activities.

OPPOSITION TO PROPOSALS DILUTING MINORITY PARTICIPATION

Earlier recommendations have been advanced for the purpose of
promoting minority participation in all Older Americans Act pro-
grams. However, it is also important to be wary of measures which
can dilute minority participation in the Older Americans Act serv-ices programs.

Recent legislation proposals include those designed to redirect
more Older Americans Act resources to the so-called "vulnerable
elderly". One measure would amend the definition of "gr'atest
social need" to include vulnerable older persons. Another proposal
would allocate Title III funds according to the 65-plus population
rather than the 60-plus population as authoriz.td by present law. In
addition, a draft document has called for the _womotion of commu-
nity-based services.

NCBA is not opposed to serving vulnerable older persons. Howev-
er, the recommendations for the "vulnerable elderly" typically in-
volve health-related services, which, in the judgment of NCBA, are
more appropriately provided through other legislation rather than
th-ough the Older Americans Act. As a practical matter, these
services for the vulnerable aged will probably cost more and dilute
exist:rig limited resources for current client groups under the Older
Americans Act. This does not make sense, especially since the mi-
nority participation rate under Title III Supportive and Nutrition
Services has already fallen sharply. In fact, the aged minority par-
ticipation rate is at an all-time low during this decade for both the
supportive services and the elderly nutrition programs, even
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though low-income aged minorities have the greatest need for these
services.

IMPROVED INFORMATION AND OUTREACH SERVICES

Our nation has established a number of so-called "safety net pro-
grams" to protect low-income older and younger Americans if they
should fall or slip economically. However, only a relatively small
percentage of tile aged poor are actually protected by the pro-
grams. For example, only 29 percent of elderly households living in
poverty actually receive food stamps. Only about one of every three
(36 percent) non-institutionalized aged poor are protected by Medic-
aid.

Several reasons account for the low participation of older Blacks
and other low-income perso:4 in these "safety net programs". _hie
important factor is that many are unaware of these programs or
have inadequate information about eligibility requirements. A con-
certed effort is needed to overcome this lack of awareness to assure
that people who are eligLie for safety net benefits do, in fact, re-
ceive them. Improved information and outreach services should be
developed to assure that more aged Blacks and other low-income
elderly persons participate in the food stamp, Medicaid, and other
"safety net programs".

BOLSTERING LEGAL SERVICE'S

Many older Americans are forced to fend for themselves when
legal problems arisewhether these involve litigation, understand-
ing the technicalities of federal programs, or planning their person-
al affairs. All hp often, older Blacks and other low-income elderly
persons accept injustice when dealing with government agencies
because they do not know what their rights are or they do not have
the benefit of informed counsel. Legal services, however, can help
to assure that low-income older Americans receive equitable treat-
ment before admir4strative agencies, the courts, and elsewhere.

NCBA favors the following actions to strengthen legal services
for aged Blacks and other low-income elderly persons:

Legal services should continue to be a priority service for fund-
ing under the Older Americans Act.

Area Agencies on Aging should t required to spend at least A
nercent of Title 1:1-B funds for legal services and for each of
.,ae other two priority services: (1) in-home health care and (2)
access.

Elderly persons should have a private right of action to sue for
procedural violations under the Older Americans Act.

Congress should continue to fund the Legal Services Corpora-
tion
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